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Ring John or Stuart 
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01-437 0626. NOW! 

Another FREE magazine for users of the Spectrum and the 
ZX81. Here’s a taste of what’s in this issue: 

© Spectrum software reviews — all that’s new 
© can you beat your Spectrum in our game of logic? 
© how to throw your voice and control your Spectrum 
© chess game for the ZX81 

There is_a full list of the contents on page three of your 
16-page ZX User 

WIE RO). Sas oN Spee comeuanean tae e 
A white racing car is heading for you at breakneck speed. Can you 
save yoursel 
Commodore 64 +. «e055 Kf 

you guide a snake about — you've got just 30 seconds 
d furious game 

Oric/Atmos . 
Attack of the marshmallows 
of your teeth! 
BBC/Blectron.... <0... + fac. Fane ee 
How many rodents are there? A game to develop chidren’s 
numerical skills 

CBeupecen 
a game with a moral to it: take care 

© Ourstaff 

accuracy 
and 

‘checked them 
for quality. 

in with 
confidence 

There's more . . 
Games for the Dragon, Sor 
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Watch out, 
Europe! 

Sinclair is soon to hit Europe. 
The company has plans to 
establish operations in Frank- 
furt, West Germany in June, 
and’ Paris, France in the 
autumn. This is the first step for 
Sinclair into the European 
computer market. The 
company is concentrating on 
implementing local language 
software, which Sinclair 

ss. 
Cotton, Sinclair's 

business manager, 
“Our strategy aims to 

late our leading position 
European markets and 

increase both our sales and 
market share!” 

Sinclair is also doing very well 
back home, according to a 
report by independent market 
research company Audits of 
Great Britain (AGB) who 
surveyed 25,000 households. 

Sinclair reportedly scooped 
43 per cent of the market for the 
first quarter 1984, Total Sinclair 
quarterly sales through all 
outlets was 215,000 with the 
Spectrum remaining the most 
popular model and taking a 36 
per cent share. 

AGB's findings are also 
mirrored by the latest Gallup 
Marketing Direction quarterly 
survey of 10,000 people over the 
age of 16 in the UK. The total 
Sinclair base now stands at 2.35 
million units, which is 10.7 per 
cent household penetration. 
Sinclair Research, 28 Stanhope 
Ra, Camberley, Surre) 

Briefly 
Cityfighter has now been 
converted for the Commodore 
64. The game, from Choice in 
Northern Ireland, now has 
additional extra features. These 
are music while loading, a 
demo, and the possibility to use 
either joystick port. Price: 
£6.95 
Choice, Choice Buildings, 75 
Belfast Rd, Carrickfergus BT38 
8PH, N Ireland 

ooa0 
Hewson Consultants has 
adapted its 3D Lunattack for 
the Dragon 32. This makes the 
Seiddab series complete for the 
Dragon, and the Spectrum 
version of 3D Lunattack is 
reportedly the most successful 
of its trilogy. Hewson has also 
modified its Heathrow ATC for 
the Commodore, and added 
extra features, such as 
Concorde landing. Both games 
cost £7.95. 
Hewson Consultants, 56b 
Milton Trading Est, Milton, 
Abingdon, Oxon OX14 4RX 

believes is crucial to suc 
Charles 

overseas 
said 

Queue 
From front page 

And Mr King, who has been 
with Rumbelows for 12 years, 
said the fact that the computer 
included a monitor was a big 
selling point — buyers did not 
need the use of the family TV. 

He reckoned that every 
buyer, some from as far away as 
Cheshire, also left with two 
items of software. 

Container ships are on the 
way from Korea with more 
supplies for Rumbelows, 
Dixons, Boots, Comet and mail 
order houses. 

Amstrad’s sales director 
Dickie Mould said: “The initial 
interest at the time of the launch 
was, perhaps, predictable. But 
this level has been maintained 
and I am called every day by 
retailers. who want to be 
supplied. 

“Our initial run of 200,000 
units for 1984 is already under- 
written by our nominated 
stockists and we are urgently 
reassessing our budgets for 
1985, when we anticipate 
bringing in 600,000 units!” 

© The first Amstrad 
pheral will be a dot matrix 

printer, made by Scikosha and 
costing £199. 

Amstrad Consumer Electron- 
ics, 169 King’s Rd, Brentwood, 
Essex CMI4 4EF 

Piracy 
From front page 

Member companies include: 
IBM, Hewlett-Packard, W. H. 
Smith, Virgin Games and Web- 
sters, the software distributors. 
FAST hopes to have the same 

legal success as the Federation 
Against Copyright Theft, set up 
by the video industry. 

Ranald Robertson, a member 
of FAST’s management group, 

that as well as pressing for 
islative change, FAST 

wanted to publicise the legal 
protection that already existed. 
Mr Robertson is the legal 

advisor to the CAP group, 
which specialises in business 
systems, and he said business 
software was also being hit, 
particularly by lookalikes 

Clive Digby-Jones, secretary 
of the Guild of ” Software 
Distributors and managing 
director of Websters, said: “We 
want to make people aware that 
if piracy goes on it will reduce 

int of new and good 

Federation Against Software 
Theft, Chancery House, Chan- 
cery Lane, London WC2A 1QU 

ris, of Swanley, Kent, leaves 
Amstrad computer 

First in the quew 
Rumbelows with 

You could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from. 

our readers. If you feel that your work meets our 
standards, please submit it to us for 

consideration for publication. 
© Programs must always be sent on cassette. 

Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 
Check carefully that they are bug-free. 

Include details of what your program does, 
how it works, variables you have used and 

hints on conversion. 

© Articles on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into. 

finished artwork. 

© Tips are short articles, and brict 
Programming routines. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

All submissions will be acknowledged and the 
copyright in such works which will pass to 

Argus Specialist Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. 
Label everything clearly and give a daytime 

and home phone number if you can. 
All work for consideration should be sent to: 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, London W1R 3AB 
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NEWS 

low and high memory versions | Manchester; Julie Dawson, Ipswich Ads on your | Can Kenges | ov 22 menos von | ests, Sart Pi 
screen win? symbolic assembler. It also | Adkin: Suey: Andrew Elis, W. Yorks: 

This is Olympics year, as we all 
know. Although the Olympics 
may be suffering major 
problems, the computer games 
based on the Olympics are 
doing very nicely, thank you. 

Now, when you simulate the 
track scenes on your micro, the 
atmosphere may seem that 
much more realistic. Micro 
Olympics from Database now 
carries advertising, just as you 
see on your TV screen when you 
watch the athletics. 

Database has accepted 
advertising from software 
houses and while you are 
striving to compete with the 
computer, you will see famous 
names on the hoardings. 

Micro Olympics runs on the 
BBC and Electron. As you 
compete, you will be striving to 
better the world record, which 
the computer achieves each 
time. Database claims that the 
program is accurate in the times 
and distances, ranging from the 
100. metres ‘to. the hammer 
throw. Price: £5.95. 
Database, Publications, Europa 
Hse, 68 Chester Rd, Hazel 
Grove, Stockport SK7 SNY 

Here’s a game from down 
under — well, at least the idea 

it’s Kosmic Kanga from 
Micromania. Now out in the 
shops, it’s a_multi-screen 
arcade-style action game, in 
which Kanga leaps about 
scoring points by bouncing on 
bonuses. Our Kanga throws a 
good punch too, and he scores 
points by throwing them at the 
enemy. 

Kosmic Kanga features 
scrolling animated graphics and 
over 40 different types of 
bonuses and enemies. 

Available now for the 48K 
Spectrum at £5.95, the 
Commodore 64 version will 
soon be out too. 
Micromania, 14 Lower Hill Rd, 
Surrey, KTI9 8LT 

Make use of 
your micro 

Moder-80 is now out for the 
Spectrum. The package 
includes an ‘‘easy to use"” mini- 
assembler and a disassembler. 
Seven Stars claims it’s Micro- 
drive-compatible and provides 

NOTHING TO PRELOAD. 

TYPES. CASSETTE. 

TWO ESSENTIAL UTILITIES FOR THE 
COMMODORE 64 

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR DATASETTE WITH 
HYPERSAVE 64 

ONCE HYPERSAVED, YOUR PROGRAMS (BASIC OR MACHINE 
CODE) WILL INDEPENDENTLY RELOAD AT TEN TIMES THE 
NORMAL RATE. NO MORE TEDIOUS WAITING!! THIS IS FASTER 
‘THAN THE COMMODORE DISC DRIVE! FULL INSTRUCTIONS ARE 
PROVIDED TO CONVERT YOUR EXISTING SOFTWARE. EACH 
HYPERSAVED PROGRAM IS COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED — 

IT WORKS WITH YOUR LONGEST 
PROGRAMS (UP TO 48K), AND IS SUITABLE FOR ALL PROGRAM 

64-BACKUP 
AN ADVANCED TAPE TO TAPE BACKUP COPIER 
INCORPORATING A SOPHISTICATED HEADER READER. 
VERSATIVE AND USER FRIENDLY. CASSETTE... 

HYPERSAVE — 64 AND 64-BACKUP HAVE FEATURES WHICH 
NO COMPETITOR CAN BOAST, AND OFFER OUTSTANDING 

VALUE FOR MONEY. 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT — BOTH PROGRAMS £9.99 PLUS! FREE 
WITH EVERY ORDER — SECRETS! A GUIDE TO CASSETTE 
SAVING AND LOADING ON THE CBM 64 CONTAINING MUCH 

PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED SECRET! INFORMATION. 

FAST DESPATCH GUARANTEED. CHEQUE/P.O. OR SAE TO: 

DOSOFT, 2 OAKMOOR AVENUE, BLACKPOOL FY3 OEE 

. £7.50 

£3.50 
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features a single step (trace) 
mode with a disassembly. 

The disassembler can output 
to screen or printer, according 
to Seven Stars, and the non- 
symbolic assembler accepts all 
standard Z80 mnemonics plus 
DEFB, DEFW and DEFW for 
strings and data. It can also 
handle decimals, hex and 
ASCII in simple expressions. 

The package comes with a 
manual and costs £6.95. 
Seven Stars, 15 Gloucester Av, 
London NWI 7AU 

Briefly 
Enter the death race whi 
spans the four seasons 
Audiogenic’s Burnin’ Rubber 
for the Commodore 64. You're 
a tough character: your one aim 
in life is to run all other 
competitors off the track. Your 
opponents are as ruthless as. 
you are — you must face the 
indestructible Tank Cars and 

ing Deathmobiles. If 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Read- 
ing, Berks 

Our winners 
There were eight differences in 
our Vortex competition. 

These are our 45 winners: 
Tony De Palma, Brockley; Mr W T 
Sillence, Herts; "Mr M_E Lincoln, 
Merseyside: Colin Sheldrake, Walling 
ton; Gary Bird, Newport; Bryan Green- 
hall, Manchester; Jonathan Lunn, 

Prince, Cumbria; Simon Webster, 
‘Cambs: Edward Whitehouse, W. Mids: 
Mr. French, Northampton; Neil 
Robinson, W.’ Yorks; Michael Shepherd, 
Northumberland; Martin Burgess, W 
Yorks: Duncan Murray, Cleveland: 
A’ Smith, Tyne & Wear; M 
Doncaster; Alan Mahon, Dublin; David 
Coyne, Middlesex; Julian Kilburn, N. 
Yorks; Stephen J Gray, Little Haywood; 
Mark’ Pepperrell, Feltham: 
O'Byrne, Cleveland; DW 
Abingdon; 
Heath; CF i 

er; A Rose, Humbs; 
Mr C Dolan, 
Merseyside; “Inderprit Singh Johi 
London ‘E12; Steve Amolo 
Worcestershire; Peter Fernandes, Ilford 
Rona Williams, Upminster. 

to our Here's the solution 
Scisoft wordsquare competition. 
Horizontal words: Star Reader, 
Wizard Box, Chemistry. Verti- 
cal words: Astromaths, Com- 
puter Studies. Diagonal word: 
Maths part I. 

The 70 winners of two Scisoft 
titles are: Mr 1 West, Greater 

Scotland; William Durning, Glasgow: 
Marcus Prescott, Burton-on-Trent; K W 
Carr, Clwyd; Sa mrendu Singh, ‘Kent; 
Nicholas Prosser 
Powley, Norfol Sheffield; 
Norman Parkes, Burniey; SJ. Bates, 
Basingstoke; K Chua, Birmingham: Mrs 
R Butler, Liverpool; H Zuchowska, 
Birmingham; K Jenkinson, Oxon; Shaun 
Davis, Kent; Steven Neath, Bristol; 
Calum Macdougall, Argyll; Mr GR 
Hynes, Northants; MP on, Hull, 
Wendy Smith, Walsall; Lee, 
Hants; Marie “MeNally, Fifer, Enfield; LF Zawistowski, ‘Avon; 
Anne Wyke, W. Yorks; James Hurd, W. 
Mids; Robert Kinnaird, Aberdeen; Mr M. 
Stamp, Wilts; John Coldbreath, Hants; 
Mrs M Barreit, Cambs; Richard Tester, 
W. Sussex; Chris Hali, N. Irelands J 

i MéKeller Main, Retford; T Fre 
Hants; Yvonne West, Aberdeen; Tracey 
Booth, Hull; Kim’ Yarwood, Herts 
Kathy’ Seldon, Sandy; Brian” Morr 
Rochdale; P R Taylor, Birmingham; 
Thornhill, Swansea; Mrs CE Grattage, 
Stoke-on-Trent; Miss I Patel, Birming 
hham; Mr C Crane, Staffs; Tony 
Raven, Dyfed; Mr D Smith, Berkshire; 
Lisa Skelton, Warwicks; J. Alba, 
London; Paul Kelly, 
Baker, Peterborough: E Roberts, Leics; 
Simon Campbell, Harrow; Mr MJ 
Hillier, Wilts: David Blaney, N. Ireland 
Russell Pearson, Nr. Ireland; Mr P 
Foster, Kent; Euan Pearson, Scotland; 
Martin Earwicker, W. Sussex; } Groom: 
bridge, Cambs; Karen Haggerty, North. 
lumberiand; Stephen Fortune, Wilts; J D 
MeNeill, Glasgow; Bernadette. Brick, 
Cork 

There were nine differences in 
our Abrasco competition. 
These are the 70 winners who 

will each receive two tapes from 
“Abrasco’s range: Paul Almond, 
Cheshire; SSGT James, BFPO 15; James 
Mckillop, Norwich; Mr MJ. Symonds, 
N. Yorks; Gareth James, BFPO 15; Mrs 
P Harris, Kent; Richard Morley, Derby 
Sanjiv ‘Abeysinghe, Penge: Frank 
Worley, Old Portsmouth; J. Dut 
Aberdeenshire; K W Carr, Rhyl; Mar 
‘Ansdell, Kent; Lawrence, Tyne & Wear; 
R Williamson, Kincardineshire; James 
Blair, Lancashire; Mr M_ J” Fuller, 
Romford; Mrs L Scares, Maidenhead; 1 
R Whitmarsh, Harlow; Steve Wood, 
Bradford; Kathleen Armstro 
Lothian; Mr A'N Smith, Bolton: 
Short, Durkinfiled; Gurmukh 
Yorks: Mr M Baker, Enfil 

Ayrshire; Sian Ganderton, 
‘A. Bryson, E._ Ki 

Miss P Amlani, London NW. 
Young, Sevenoal 

7, Ballina, Co. Wayo; 
Mare Walby, Pontypool; John Bourne, 
W. Midlands; Tony Crump, Halesowen: 
Mr P Hendy, Leicestershite; Mr MG 
Davies, Parksione; Paul Ansell, London 
ES; Mr M Roberts, Deeside; P K Nurser, 
Fareham; A. Winner, Castledawson: 
Jonathan Gray, 
‘Smith, Birmingham; A P Gerri 
M Menzies, Co Durham; David Blunden, 
S. Yorks: ‘Kevin Maloney, Co Down: 
Mrs K Walton, Cheshire; David Ed 

v. Yorks: Robert D Oakes, Het 
Sumbler, Herts; Mr M Usher, Ei 
Mr G A Gowan, Stevenage: Mis 
Burrows, Lancs; E Bailes, Harlow; MrC 
Dolan, Middx; Jason Taylor, Coventry: 
JK Lenihan,’ Dorset; S Long, Abbey 
dale; FE W ugg, Cambridge: tain 
Redmore, Huntingdon; B Walton, Tyne 
& Wear; Mr M Payne, Hull; N Ahuja, 
Middlesex; Simon Teague, Eastbourne; 
Lee Roberts, Walsall; Mr'T J Meakin, 
Toton; S_R Hulme, Cheshire; Alan 
Howelis, Clwyd. 



SHOCK! 
HORROR! 
SCANDAL! 
SHOCK! CITYATTAK. The seven screen, all action, 

» machine code game. Superb graphics, 
smooth game play, a tough challenge for even the 

* hardened arcade action addict. 
Now available on disk. 

HORROR! teary of your life. .. or death! 
ODYSSEY. Described by x 

Popular Computing Weekly as: ‘Addictive s 
with superb sound effects. An arcade 
game worthy of Jeff Minter for its pure 
speed of action!’ Pick of the week 
(12th —18th April 1984). 
Now available on disk. 

SCANDAL! Rockwrou. 
Your chance to succeed where 
millions of hopefuls 
fade. To make the big 

_ time in ‘Showbiz’ and 
show the world that you're 
a superstar, not just 
another dreamer. 
Now available on disk. 

@Ktel Sms 
available at: 

Larger branches of John Menzies, 
Boots, and Computer Dealers nationwide. \J 
K-tel Software can also be obtained by 
sending a cheque or postal order made cas 
to:—K-tel International (UK) Ltd. At620 Western Avenue, 
landan W20TII Allaw 28 dave far delivery 



vic-20 

Get in gear and under starter's 
orders for an exciting race! 

You are the driver of a racing 
car lapping a circuit. You must 
‘eat up all the white dots as you 
zoom around in top gear. 

Keep alert — a white car is 
completing circuits in the 
opposite direction to you. You 
must avoid collision. 

The game gets trickier once 
you have eaten up the dots. You 
move on to the next screen. The 
hazards are greater here as the 
white car has accelerated and is 
heading for you at an incredible 
speed! 

This is a game to hone down 
your reactions to a fine edge. 
‘Thinking and acting must be 

How it works 
10-20 instructions 
21-148. set up screen 
150-212 main program 
215-231 see if screen is cleared 
1000-1020 print score and men 

left on screen 
1050-1100 print score and men 

during game 
1200-1280 set up user defined 

instantaneous. Get ready to go! 
Variables 

volume 
noise registers 

W men left 
L position of car 1 or 2, 

de which car 
CV amount added to POKE 

colour 

4 REMCCLRI 
5S PRINT"2)" :POKE4S, 212: POKE46, 25: POKE47. 212: POKE48, 25: POKE49, 212: POLES, 
» 8: POKES2, 28 
6 POKESS, G:POKES6, 28:POKE36863, 
8 GOSUB1225 
18 IFHDXXTHEN: 
11 POKEY+1,27 

nD 5 POKES 

255: DIMOL¢2), D¢ 

RINT" T3S@SCORE : "H" BREC: "X22: H=B 
12 POKE36869, 24 
15 PRINTTABCS> "M@aNRACE CAR" = PRINTTAB C2) "BRASH ES” 

16 PRINT" Sea" :PRINT"SJ TO MOVE INWARDS" 
TO MOVE OUTWARDS" :PRINT"A TO ACCELERATE" :PRINT"D TO SLOW DOWN" PRINT" 

WANT ANCTHER GO PRINT"Sel0cHIT ANY KEY TO START" :PRINT"MSHIT N IF YOU DO NOT 

13 GETAS: IFAS=""THENLD 
26 IFA$="N"THENS'S64502 
21 POKE36869,255 

5: 19a Seeeeee" CS="#$%) See" | DS =" NNT MTN 
110 720: DO=46 ‘AS=42 'O=1 'T=22:MO=—1 /MT=-22:AC19=75:ACSI=74 6 127=10:z1= 

Y=3 

Med PRINT" POKEV+1,4@:POKEY. @:AS=" THItRITHITM" = P=1 : FORI=12TO4STEP-2 : GOSUB1G00 : NE 

¥T6=8 
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ET aE SS 
ROGRAM 

13@ FORK=1T02: PRINT" tSPC¢7)" RBMIT" SPCC 7)" 15 SNEATK: PRINT" TORR" 5 

14@ PRINT: ‘FORI=4T012STEP2 : GOSUB198@ : NEXT 
142 W=7703 ! FORI=7TOLSTEP-2 : FORJ=WTOW+ISTEP2 : POKEJ, 46: POKEJ+1+6, 46 NEXT ‘W=bW+46 ‘NE 

73 : FORI=STO2STEP-2 : FORISWTOW+1#22STEP44 : POKES, 46: POKEJ+2#1+3, 46 ‘NEXT: Wal 

T 
ee : FORIS8TO2STEP-2 : FORJ=WTOW-I#22+22STEP-44 : POKEJ, 46 : POKEJ+2#1+3, 45! NEXT 

I-42: NEXT I 
121 : FORI=7TOLSTEP-2 | FORJ=WTOW+ISTEP2 : POKES, 46 /POKEJ+1+6, 46 :NEXT ‘W=h-42 NE 

32: GOSUB1100 
COND=44 1L(09=7964 :L(W)=8130:CL(0)=3: CLC >=1 :2=202 :FORK=1T02: POKEL CK) 

+C¥, CLK 
151 POKEL(K>, CCK? :Q¢K)=0:OL¢K9=P NEXT :F=0-(ROW) 4H: DCOSMT DCW SMO: S=0: Me: 

FCC1THENIG 
152 POKEY,27 
155 G=SGN¢Q¢O)-OCW 

bd eT 

¢ | W942: POKESL,Z:L=L 
oi AeACa) ONQGOTO196, 268, 190 

166 GETAS:AS=AS+" ASCCA$) : IFA=6STHENF=N- (ROY #1: M=9 : Z=208 
162 IFA=68THENF=| ROW RW: M=—CROM) 'Z=202 
186 IFACD>ACOANDACDACY THEN2GS 
199 TL=L+¢¢(D=T)-(D=MT> =O) #T+ CD=MOD#T DC CTW) ~¢ J=0) 46 CASAC) CARA) >! NL=be 

191 N=PEEK¢NL) : IFPEEK(TL)<>PORNC>POR (PEEK (L+D)<>PANDPEEK (L+D)<>D0) THEN209 

192 NL=NL+D:N=PEEK CNL) :Q¢J)=0¢7—-O%¢ (REACT) 9-CA=ACO9 >) /ONCN=DO) +WGOTO21, 215 

200 NL=L+D:N=PEEK CNL): IFN=PTHEN215 s 

201 IFNC>DOTHEN203 
202 IF J=OTHENH=H+5-(R>3)#5 'GOSUB1@S6:POKES1, 254 °GOT0215 

203 IFG>6GANDRND(G)>. SANDR> 1 THENN=218 
204 GOTOZ15, 

IFN=213THENPOKES1 , 24@‘H=H+25 : GOSUB1050:GOTO215 
(Y~J>THEN2Z1S 
(D=O)#T+(D=MT)—CD=MO>#T-<D=T > #¢ CJsW)-CJ=0) > DSDCI> 1 C¢19=81-C6D) GOTH 

:D=D¢J): IF J=OTHEN166 

215 IFN=C¢y'-J> THENGOSUB120 : GOTO1Sa 
216 POKEL,OL(J):OL¢J9=N?L¢J2=NL : POKEL CJ), CCI) :POKELCI)+C¥, CL(J> :NEXTK: IFG<Z1 THEN 

230 POKEY, 15: PRINT" CIBONUS" :H=H+100: GOSUB1 100: FORI=128T0255 :POKES{, 1: 1=1:NEAT:R=R 

231 FORI=17T099 :POKES1,240:POKES1, 220: NEXT :POKEY.G:GOTO120 

1000 P1=(P=1)4#2+1: PRINT" M"LEFTS(AS, 12-1 MIDSCCS,P, 12MIDSCDE.P1,49LEFTS (BS, 1-4)" 

1005" IF 1=40R1=12THENPRINT eee"; 
1018 PRINTLEFTS<Bs, I-4)MID$ »P+1,1)35 © IFI=12ANDP=3THENRETURN 

3 $C D$,P1,4)5 : IFI=12THENPRINT "Ml" 3 * RETURN 
LEFT$(A&, 12-1): PRINT" W"LEFTS(A$, 12-1): PRINTTABC 14) """SPCC1~S2LEFTS¢ 

"3 =RETURN 
1959 G=G+0'N=P 
1100 PRINTL$" a"SPC¢1G)"+,—": PRINTLE" 8" SPCC 9MID$(STRECH? Wl) = PRINTSPC(S)"C"STRECC 

>: RETURN 
1200 POKEL(W).P:POKEL(0).AS:POKESS, Z:FORI=1STOGSTEP-. 1:POKEV, I :POKEL(O) AS: 

1220 POKEL(O),P:NEXT :POKEL(O>,0L(0) :POKEL(W>, OLCM) :POKESS,@:C=C-1:GOSUB1100 RETU 

FORK=17T013: READN : FORI=GT07 : READA:POKEX+1.A:NEXT : NEXT 

a} 'S52TO7631 ‘ POKEI . PEEK ¢1+2560) : NEXT 

1235 FORI=7176107383 : POKEI . PEEK¢ 1+2560@> :NEXT : RETURN 
1268 DATA7488, 90, 90,98.24,24,38,90,98 
1262 DATA?496,.4,231, 66,255, 255,66,231,8 
1264 DATAT498,8.8,8,8,3,8,8,8 
1266 DATA?416,9,9,6,0,255,4.6,6 
1268 DATA7448.6,9,4,.6,15,3,3,8 
1278 DATA?4S6,6,4,9,6,248,8,8,8 
1272 DATA?472,8.8.3,8,248,0,6,8 
1274 DATAT464,8.8,3,3,15.8.9,8 
1276 DATA?S20, 238,176, 174,172,234,0.6.8 

1278 DATA?S28. 224, 128,224, 128,224,8,8.8 
1282 DATA?S12,238. 136,232.40, 2.8.8 
1284 DATA7S36.4,4,6,6,9,24.24,8 
1286 DATA7424.49.6,9,6,8,.6,8,8 
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J. Morrison (Micros), 2 Glens- 
dale St, Leeds LS9 913 

‘The first thing you notice about 
this game is the starting music 
which, although well done, 
sounds two octaves too low. 

It is a version of the space 
rescue game and you must leave 
the mothership, dodge the 
meteor shower and land on the 
lunar surface. Unfortunately, 
there are no men to rescue in this 
version and the purpose of your 
mission is to collect fuel from 
underneath the planet's surface 
instead, Then on the return 
Journey you have the option to 
Wodge or shoot at the meteor 
shower before you dock with the 

Crash-Up Car 
Racing 

TI-99/4A £7 
DEJ, from Stainless, 10 Alstone 
Ba. Stockport, Cheshire Sk¢ 

TI BASIC rarely lends itself to 
car-race games because of its 
slow execution speed and poor 
response to keyboard or joystick 
input. ‘This program makes a 
valiant attempt to imitate arcade 
quality graphics but alas, fails 
miserably. % 

‘You can race against another 
player or. the computer. 
graphics display takes quite 
time to set up, and has to be 
redrawn after every completed 

ye. You can select 1 10 99 
pS, accelerate and decelerate 

and speed and fuel are indicated 
on screen, albeit rather ~ 
unclearly. 

ram more specit than is, and unfortanat 

mothership again. 
‘That is really ali there isto thi 

game and I feel it lacks 

The difficult part of the game 
is the docking, which is made so 
by the small area you have to aim 
for. Far from making 
more exciting 1 found 
desracted from the game's 
appeal. D.C. 

ee wvability 
graphics 80% 
value for money 65% 

Cuber 
Dragon 32 £8 

Tom Mix, 41 Truro Rd, St 
Austell, Cornwall PL25 SJE 

‘A machine code arcade game 
which you must help Cuber hop 
‘on to each of 28 cubes forming a 
pyramid to change them into the 

uired colour. 
‘oloured balls bounce down 

the screen and the effect they 
have depends on their colour. If 
aa blue ball reaches the bottom it 
turns into a viper which moves at 
random. Landing on this 
destroys one of your three lives. 
There is also a nasty piece of 
work called a Dork which 
descends at random and changes 
the cubes back to their original 
colour. Landing on this creature 

these 

Yes, here are more prog 
for 

rams 
our tried and tested old 

faithfuls. They've all been 
checked over by our regular 

reviewers 

Kingdom 
TI-99/4A £6 

Stainless, 10 Alstone Road, 
‘Stockport, Cheshire SK4 SAH 

Great Stone, stolen by the Zok 
‘Monsters. 

‘The first screen is a maze, with 
a Jump Spell, door, key and 
soos Yen Diet cles he a 
doora he on bee. mth to fin 
lantern a capital’ near the 
bottom of the maze) you can 
jump to a random place in the 
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maze. This action be carried 
‘out only once each time the spell 
is 

Unfortunately there is a bug: 
the monster sometimes moves 
‘over the spell, clearing it from 
the screen. 

In screen two, you enter the 
dark forest. The only difference 
from the maze is that the forest 
‘has trees, not walls, randomly 
placed around the screen, 
ed agate 
throughout, your weapon of 
defenceis yoursword. J.J. 

70% 
80% 
80% 
80% 

paraoty yyability 
graphics 
value for money 

x kk * 

gives you a handy bonus score. 
There are discs alongside the 
pyramid onto which you can 
Jump and these are safe zones. 

Three levels of play; at the 
start you are shown graphically. 
what to avoid and what is 
beneficial. There is a short 
display of Cuber hopping around 
‘a mini pyramid. 

The instructions on the insert 
explain the game comprehensive~ 
ly. Screen display is good. 
Loading was slow but caused no 
problems. An entertaining and 
amusing game, JEM. 
instructions 80% 
playability 75% 
graphics 80% 
value for money 75% 

Pk xo] 

OGL, CGL Hse, Goldings Hill, 
Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR 

You are the pilot of a plane 
which is running out of fuel. 
Your height is decreasing with 
‘each pass across the sercen. TO 
fand safely you must Matten the 
buildings by bombing them. 

You've probably realised this 
is an MS Version of that classic 
arcade game, Although the 
Program is written in BASIC-1, the sound is satisfyingly differ: 
ent, the plane looks like « plane 
and it rumbles across the screen 
ast should, 

The action is relatively fast 
and I found the game fun, at 
Teast for the first few goes, Nice» 
features such as a nea title page, 
instructions "and "various skill 
levels show that quite a bit of 
thought has gone into the desi 
but ultimately it must be sa 
that this is the type of game 
published in magazines within 
{wo weeks of 4 new machine's 
launch, It would never be sold 
commercially for the more 
popular machines 

This sad this isn't the case with 
the MS and you must fork out 
£5.95 for a rather simple, pure 
BASIC game instead of just 
typing it in. 8s. 

50% 
50% 
70% 

value for money 50%, 



COMMODORE 64 PROGRAM 

EEE © We have inserted REMs in abate : the program as a guide to the define variable Commodore control characters. high seore These need not be entered. 
ine variables for each 

Variables segment position of snake 
13.200 tite sreen, options D direction of snake 

: border 
ace Seren 

261-264 print obs 
HI high scor: 

268-269  set_up variables for 

Se high score ‘40 10 AY. position of each 
segment of snake 

umber of pills 
270290 randomly position pills ai S yo U 
291 start 330 
3 ake and detect 
1000-1280 instructions = 
3970-5020 sound effects You've got just 

Shaker, as the name suggests, U | ai 30 seconds to 
involves moving a sakes clear the 

the screen, eating pills an 
avoiding everthing else, screen in this 

There's a second time 
limit to clear each screen. and fast and 
there are more and more pills to furious game 

h and le each and every screen by Eric Liddell Scoring is on screen and a 
record is kept of the high score, 

screen. Full instructions are also 

included in the program. Commodore 64 

PL number of pills on screen 
G number of pills remaining to 

to complete screen 

1 PRINT"I)" :POKE 53281,0:POKE 53280, :2=54272:P=~1:PL=0:G=5 
2 IF SCDHI THEN HI=SC 
3 SC 
11 Al 601 A1=1602:AZ=1603:AZ=1604 :A4=1605 :AS=1606 :A6=1607 :A7=1608 /AS=1609 
12 
13 SHUIGOSH SECMOMRHE "HI 
Pa) TO 5:PRINT:NEXT 
29 REMCRED] 
30 PRINT" Frill AN, S17 ls 
39 REMECYN] 
40 PRINT"@ eal Siu ing 
49 REMCLREI 
5@ PRINT" = hag, Re 
59 REMCREDI 
60 PRINT" ") 
69 REMCREDI 
7@ PRINT" a i 

REM CREDI 
PRINT" Sees 

90 FOR I=1 TO S:PRINT:NEXT 
PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
GET AS:IF _A$=""THEN 118 
FOR I=1 TO 3:PRINT:NEXT 
PRINT" DO YOU REQUIRE INSTRUCTIONS 
GET AS 
IF AS="N"THEN 200 
IF _AS="¥"THEN 1000 
GOTO 135 

@ PRINT"=" 
FOR 1=1964 

YOR ND 2" 

POKE I,160:POKE I+2,6:NEAT 
1=1163 STEP 40:POKE 1, 160:POKEI+2,6 

FOR I=2023 STEP -1:POKE 1,1 POKE I 
FOR 1=1984 STEP-4@:POKE 1,1) 

3.31: POKEA4. 31 POKERS, 81: POKER. 81 
OKE A3+Z,2:POKE A4+Z,2:POKE AS+Z,2 

POKE AG, 56: POKEA1, 31: POKEA2, 81 : POKE! 
E AG+Z,13:POKE A1+Z,2:POKE A2+Z.2 

OKE A6+Z,2:POKE A7+Z,2:POKE AS+: 
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268 POKE Ar?.81:POKEAS OKERS, 32 
lon 

264 PRINT" SMSIeLeDeTeleTeDT6m i 
268 PL=6 

=G+5 
270 FOR I=1 TO G:x=INTCRND(1)4#900>+41 

32 THEN X=INTCRND¢1)#906)+41:GOTO 261 
POKE 1163+X+Z,1:NEXT 

349 AI=A8 : AS=A7 : A7=A6 : A6=AS : AS=Aé : A4=A3 : AS=A2 : Ai 
349 REM CREDIJ 
350 IF PEEKCA@>=87 THEN SC=SC+1@:PRINT" Sa SCORE "SC:GOTO 3000 
369 IF PEEKCAG)<>32 THEN 5000 
374 POKE AG.S6:POKE AG+Z,13:POKE A1,81:POKE Al+Z,2:POKE A9,32 
373 REM CHOMEIC24 CRSR RIGHTI 

Ail :A1=AG: AB=AG+P 

376 POKE 54296.6 
389 GOTO 295 
999 REM CCLRI 

1089 REM CGRNI 
1910 PRINT" Gi TONeS) TIRUUlC Ter Oh s* 
1919 REM CLGN) 
1426 PRINT SS 
1034 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" KEYS ARE: — 
1039 REM CRED 
1646 PRINT 
1856 PRINT" UP" 

1859 REM CRED) 
1866 PRINT" ont 
1863 REM CRED 
1076 PRINT" rer 
1679 REM CRED) 
1086 PRINT" Law" 
1989 REMCGRN] 
1696 PRINT"Si (1 fig lt 
1190 PRINT" LEFT IS! 'D1 RIGHT" 
1169 REMCGRNI 
1116 PRINT" Lo Lau" 
1119 REM NI 
1126 PRINT" | Saal od 
1129 REM CRED) 
1138 PRINT" KI" 
1139 REM CREDIJ 
1146 PRINT" Lo" 
1145 PRINT 
1143 REM CRED 
115@ PRINT" DOWN" 
1164 PRINT :PRINT: PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
1176 GET AS: IF AS=""THEN 1178 
1179 REM CCLRI 
1188 PRINT"O" 
1189 REM [C5 CRSR DOWN] 
1196 PRINT" S0sim& THE AIM OF THE GAME IS TO EAT ALL THE" 
1195 PRINT 

375 PRINT" SSORPRPRORERDRODRREDDREED TIME "TIS: IF T1>0018@ THEN 3 
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126@ PRINT" ROUND PILLS SCATTERED AROUND THE FIELD" 
121@ PRINT:PRINT" WITHIN THE TIME LIMIT. (DISPLAYED TOP": PRINT 
1226 PRINT" RIGHT OF THE SCREEN>.'YGU SCORE TEN PTS": PRINT 
123@ PRINT" FOR EVERY PILL EATEN .......-.5 ":PRINT 
126@ PRINT:PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO START THE GAME" 
1276 GET A: IF A¢=""THEN 1276 
1286 GOTO 266 
3008 POKE 54296.15:POKE 54277,6:POKE 54276,33:POKE 54273,16:POKE 54272,16 
3018 FOR I=1 TO 108:NEXT:POKE 54277,6:POKE 54276,0:POKE 54273,:POKE 54272,8 
3011 PLS=PL+1:IF PL=G THEN 268 
3836 GOTO 376 
3998 RESTORE:POKE 54296, 15 
4000 POKE 54277,9:POKE 54276,33:POKE 54275,1:FOR I=1 TO 100:NEXT 
401@ READ A:READ B:IF B=-1THEN POKE 54273,9:POKE 54272,0:GOTO 1 
4026 POKE 54273,.A:POKE 54272,B:POKE 54276,8:GOTO 4096 
403 DATA 8,147,9,159, 16,205, 16, 205,3, 147, 12,216,8,147.34,175.-1,-1 
5008 POKE 54296,15:POKE 54277, 190: POKE 54278,248:POKE 54273,1:POKE 54272, 178 
eee pata pahecteet a2 T=1 TO 37@:NEXT:POKE 54276,@:POKE 54277,0:POKE 54278, 

PiKaDee Software 
R THE UNEXPANDED 

TI-99/4A 
PDI: GRAPHICS CREATOR & SCREEN EDITOR 
This highly praised utility program makes ion of graphics a 

COMMODORE 64 screen layouts quick and simple. Commands include MIRROR, ROTATE, 
FLIGHT SIMULAIOR INVERT and many more. HCW No. $4 said “A Must For all TI On 

Instructions 100% Ease of Use 95% Displ Value for money 98%, Price 
includes full instructions and 3 sets of di 

8 PKD2: MUSIC MAKER by David Martin kkk kk WHEELIN WALLY TLLUDO by Roy Hollingworth £5.95 
CHINA MINER, 7 CHARSET ONE (BOLD) 

CHUCKIE EGG £595 | GET OFF MY GARDEN Thrce high-quality programs on one tape. MUSIC MAKER is a novel way to 
KAMAKAZI £6 BURGER TIME 7 play with TI's sound, Notes are entered onto 2 musical staves a 
BLADE ALLEY FABULOUS WANDA Edited indifferent ways. They can be played back with 1, 20r 3 v 
UGHT CYCLE | CHUCKIE EGG 7 echo. Many commands. Full instructions and demons! 
KONG ‘SPACE PILOT LUDO is a classic version of the classic board game. You SLAP DAB FLIGHT PATH 737 7 and/or the computer. 1 104 players can t ‘MOON BUGGY CYBOTHRON complete ready-to-use character set which will enhance your own programs 

108%. 
PKDS: RIVETS! by 

CHARSET £4.95 vic 20 FAR Oae Arcade action with Rivets! You have to pick up all of the rivets left lying around: 
by your workmates. The boss is timing you so you had better be quick. Beware 
the banana skins and don't run too quick as it’s a long way down to the ground, 
5 skill levels. 21 floors. Timer. ‘This is a must for all game players." CHARSET 

BONGO 
DOTHAN SKRAMBLE 
FALCON FIGHTERS THE PITZ. 
FROG RUN 6 THE DUNGEONS TWO (PICA) is the second off-the-shelf charact for your own games. 

Instructions included, 
PKD&: ESCAPE FROM MICA! by B Dhooper £4.95 

POST & PACKING FREE FOR COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE This has t0 be the most addictive arcade game yet for your unex-T1-9/4At 
SEND CHEQUES/P.O. TO- SEND SAE. TO: You've been captured by the Count of Mica, To secure your release you have 0 

collect valuable items from 3 fields. These fields are guarded by a terrifying 
monster who eats people like you for dinner!!! The Count has given you 4 

16 COATES CLOSE Tee reel one ool ru cys ant a High Seoebe! Nos 
BRIGHTON HILL ‘tegen LAWTON BASINGSTOKE RG22 4FE | | | s"<ses, P0s««..o PiKaDee Software 

35 Parker St PRESTON 
IMITED TEL: 0256-51444 Lancs PR22AH 

ACCESS WELCOME 
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Spy’s Demise 
TI-99/4A + 
Lleida 

Challenge, from Stainless, 10 
Alstone Rd, Stockport, Cheshire 
SK4 SAH 

‘This is the machine code version 
of the Extended BASIC game, 
‘and oddly enough easier to play. 
You are still at the Ukrainian 
diplomatic mission in Pyong 
yang, and you must cross 11 
floors nine times, avoidi 
patrolling guards while buildi 
up a coded message — the 
solution of which could win you 
some software — and you still 
use either keyboard or joystick. 

‘This time, however, the guards 
bounce off the top and bottom 
floors instead of wrapping 
round, which makes life more 
difficult, but your movement 

Electron 
Dragon 32 £8 

41 Truro 
all PLS; 

Tom Mix Softwar 
Austell, Co 

ackage consists of four| 
mes for one or two players 

which must be successfully 
fj completed before you can move 

to the next level. 4 
ch player starts with four , 

lives. Between subgames a 
selection board is displayed for 
choice of game. Apparently yo 
can use the right or left joystick 
although I found I could use the 
right one. 

The four games are: Prachnid, 
in which you must reach your 
transporter in the centre of the 
seteen before you are shot or 
before the time runs out 

Beam Buggy in which your 
buggy and the computers ieave 

( 

NW vapour trails. The first buggy to| 
Vcrash into these loses 

i 
Maze in which your tank must 

try to hit the computers three| 
times before they destroy you. 

Force Field in which you are| 
trapped in a. cylinder with al 
collapsing roof. You must shoot 
your w 
[crushed to des 

Scores. v 

through before you are| 
h. 

'y for each game. 
Extra lives are awarded if you. * 
each certain scores, A 

Not very impressive graphics| 
for games. Loading seemed. to| 
take a long time. JEM. 

instructions 60% | 
playability 30% 
Jgraphics 40% 
value for money 25m 
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control is far tighter, and when 
you use the option to pause 
everything stops, unlike the 
Extended BASIC ‘version. It is 
this, more than anything, which 
makes the game easier and 
because there is less frustration, 
the enjoyment is greater. 

Although there are really two 
games here — the on-screen 
battle with the guards and the 
code-breaking — the code could 

Lander/ 
Squash/ 
Raiders 

Sord M5 £12.95 
CGL, CGL Hse, Golding Hill, 
Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR 

This package consists of three 
. Bames. 

easily be obtained in both Lander is, as you can probably 
versions. However, the game guess, the classic moon landing 
would hold your attention and game. It’s badly implemented and worst of all 1 found it interest in its own right. 

The graphic display is very 
similar (0 the Extended BASIC 
version, and shows better than 

impossible to land. 
In Squash you move a bat up 

and down to keep a ball in court 
average control of sprites. P.B. for as long as possible. Every 

time the ball hits the wail, your 
instructions 50% score is incremented. 3 
playability 100% knocking down bricks, Graphics 
graphics 90% and sound leaves a lot to be 
value for money 858 desired and the game itself is 

wk kk 

i. 

Games, 
games and 

more 
games! 

Here are five action-packed 
arcade games which have 

been thoroughly scrutinized 
by our expert reviewers. Read 

before you buy 

There are three easily 
identifiable magic cubes which 
cannot be crushed. but can be 
pushed together for a bonus of 
1,000 points and progression to 
the next screen 

‘At 10,000 points you get an 
extra penguin. The graphics are 
acceptable but 1 was 
disappointed to find that Pengon 
does not look much like a 
penguin. The program loaded 
with no problems but it did take 
a long time. Despite this 1 
enjoyed helping Pengon in his 
travels and in his fight against 
the beasts. SEM. 

Microdeal, 41 Truro Rd, St 
Austell, Cornwall PL2S SJE 

This game for one player has 
Pengon the penguin. travelling 
through the icy mazes trying to 
avoid or crush the nasty sea 
beasts 

There are five skill levels which 
govern speed of play. You can 
choose a black, buff or green 
background. 

You must guide the penguin 
through the ice cube mazes. By 
using the fire button you can 
rush the cubes or push them at 
the nasties to sandwich them 
between two cubes. I never knew 
that penguins could be so 
vicious, but it is a case of you or 
them. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

LY 3 July 1984. 

Unoriginal and boring. i tnaiders, you control a 

fighter plane moving left and 
right and shooting down the 
enemy planes which fly down 
sereen. Although simple in 
concept, I found this game 
surprisingly addictive 

Since these are all written in 
BASIC-I to run in 4K, the 
graphics and sounds are’ very 
crude compared with the 
cartridge games available. 
What's more, they are all very 
unoriginal ‘and, with the 
exception of the last one, very 
boring. Although together they 
only cost half as much asa 
cartridge, they are of very low 
quality and can not be 
recommended very highly. S.S. 
instructions 60% 
playability 40% 
graphii 40% 
value for money 40% 

Galactic ’ 

10 Alstone Rd, Stock 
port, Cheshire SK4 SAH 

Galactic Encounter is a modern 
Version of Othello for one or two. 
players. In the one-player 
version, the computer takes the 
dle of Evil Astex 99, who is 
fighting you in Sub Quadrant 
4A. In the two-player version, 
player two takes the place of the: 
Jcomputer. 

The object of the game is to 
capture the opponent's troops. 
This is done by moving your 
troops into galaxies adjacent to) 
those occupied by the opponent. 
[The game finishes when there are! 
no unoccupied galaxies, or if 
either player has no troops left, 
lor if both players are unable to} 
move. 

A clever graphics effect is used. 
to make the troops’ eyes and feet 
move. 1 assume this is done by 
constantly changing their 
character codes. 

The second game on 
jeassette, Checkers, is a variation 
lof the old strategy game of 
Solitaire, except that the layout 
used is an 8 x 8 grid, with the 
lcentremost sixteen squares left 
biank. 

Stainless is awarding a free 
program to the person who sends 
in a solution for Checkers before 
the end of the year. The prize will 
£0 to the best solution, 

Good value. 

instructions 75% 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

xk kK 

if 
i) 
i) 
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ISP Products: Available at selected branches of 
W H Smiths, John Menzies and Boots. 
TRADE ENQUIRES: TEL 0256 796559 



PERS 

DRAGON HUNGRY HORACE. ithas STAR TROOPER is a fast, action THE HOBBIT. Visit R.R. Tolkien's H.ULR.6. A revolutionary piece of + COMMODORE 64 HORACE GOES 
been said that Horace games are packed, machine language game Middle Earth in the most software for your 48K Spectrum SKIING is the sequel to the very 
ina class of their own. Infact, for your Commodore 64. I's 2. amazing adventure yet devised. which allows you to develop high successful Hungry Horace. In 
Horace is almost a legend. Hungry game that will test the best “A.game by which future games quality Machine Language this adventure our hero attempt 
Horace, the original Horace arcade strategists. Amazing will be judged.” arcade games with absolutely no winter sports. Skiing is complet 
adventure, is now available foc graphics and superb sound add —Penen\Conetne ot. “Superior to programming experience. “itis with slalom flags, trees and 
the Dragon 32. to.a game that only the bravest any other adventure game. difficult to find fault with such a moguls so watch out Horace! 

wil survivel Yaw Conpate. The Hobbit is now complete games generation “One of the most addictive 
available forthe BBC, Oric, program.” packages yet encountered,” 
‘Commodore 64 and Spectrum. cans ‘Xcanpaten Horace Goes Skiing 

now available fr Dragon, 



Orders to: 
Melbourne House Publishers 

4 39 Mitton Trading Estate 
Classic FI ‘Abingdon, Oxon OX14 47D 
Aldventure Correspondence to 

Church Yard 
Tring 
Hertfordshire HP23 SLU 
All Melbourne House cassette software is 
unconditionally guaranteed against malfunction. 

ABERSOFT 
FORTH 

| Trade enquiries welcome. 

Pease send me your tee catalogue 
FORTH. Abersoft Forth is an CLASSIC ADVENTURE. This is the  MUGSY gives a totally new | Pens Serle 
implementation of the Forth program that started it all. Now direction for thrill seekers — COMMODORE 64 
Language for your Spectrum 48K. you can discover the excitement comic animation in text, | Ci Commatare 64 Te Hobo 114g 
Forth is closer to Machine Code of Classic Adventure on your stunning graphics and a full © Commodere 64 Hungry Horace os 
and more than 10 times faster Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64, arcade game! Mugsy is your one o perenne Skiing be 
than BASIC. “The only Spectrum BBC or Electron. If you are and only chance to become the SC eee a 
Package which has been masterful enough you too could greatest gang leader with boxe ssrtp rome as 
endorsed by the Forth Interest become a Master Adventurer. definite ill repute. “Da game ) 
Group’” “The classic brainteaser.” Mugsy have, an dis is no lie, da vic 20 
Saco er ex hvetu. “t's excellent but bes graphics eber seen on da Vic Cosmonauts 159 be wamed: it's also very Spectrum da tru admospear ob The War and the Princess 58 

addictive da East side.” — ron: Compson 
— Home Camping Mek vweiy. Mugsy is also available for DRAGON 32 

the Commodore 64 Hunan Horace 159 
Horace Goes Sing 59 

ORIC-1 
i Ovc-1/48K The Hobie ore 

BBC/ELECTRON 
(T BBC Made! 8 The Hoi 11g 
 B8C/Eeton Casic verte 19 

‘SPECTRUM 
Spectrum The Hobbit 48K £49 
Spectrum Peoetrata 48K 69 

Terr-Dati 40 48x ‘69 
Melbourne Draw 484 tg 
HURG. 48K £1 
Avert Fert 48K or 
‘Spectrum Classic Adventure 48K 69 
Spectrum Mugs 4 ts 

‘i vrs of The Het ae ential wth gad oh aver prog. 
to memory imtatns BBC csste arin doe nt nce rapes 

£ 
Please add 80p for post & pack £ i 
TOTAL £ 

enclose my (7) cheque 
Bi money order for £ 

Please debit my Access card No 

Expiry Date 
Signature 
Name 

Address 

Access orders can be er 
telephoned through on our 
hour ansatone (023s) 3 006. BY 



Rd, London 311 3DD 

to get yourself out of 

to find your way home. 

whales. 

dri 
of returnit home. 

screen picture with 

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, 
Reading, Berks 

This could be another winner 
from Aucisienie: who seems to, 
consistently bring out only good 
software, 

‘The object is to fire arrows at 
various hostile creatures. The 
wounds inflicted are shown in 
quite good detail — not for the 
squeamish. 

‘The scenario is a forest. As 
1 move lft or right using the 

joystick the screen scrolls from 
side to side. When moving you 
see the display in a format with 
near objects moving faster than 
distant objects. 

As time continues the moon 
rises and falls, screen colours 
‘change and stars come out. This 
is a nice touch which gives the 
game variety. 

The backing music play 
throughout. After a while you 
get tired of this; typical of most 
games. 

To play properly you need 
colour television or monitor. 
‘When using black and white thi 
shades of grey tend to blen 
together. 

Incidentally, I tho 
in the screen’ with tt 
‘wasn't very original. Quite often 
the dragon splits into two halves 
at about the place where th 
sprite MSB settings occur. K.L 

instructions 

value for money 

kkk 

Sea Adventure 
32K BBC £7.95 

Virgin Games, 61/63 Portobello 

You're in a great big mess here, 
s0 you have a lot of work to do. 

it, 
Undeterred by threats of pirates, 
ghost ships and storms you have 

The story so far is that your 
catamaran was holed by killer 

Fortunately you 
managed to launch the lifeboat, 
and the game starts with you 

ing in the sea, with the task 

‘This fairly straightforward 
adventure includes a Mode 7 

th location, 
and you have the ability to carry 

‘out instructions by using just one 
key. This is obviously a great 
help to the inexperienced typist, 
but any regular adventurer will 
have typed N and pressed return 
before he can remember you 
have to press function key 0 to 
move north. 

Twas a little disappointed that 
the game included no SAVE 
option, which I thought was 
standard in all adventures. After 
completing the adventure I can 
say that it isn't very spectacular, 
but I did enjoy the welcome 
home. MB. 

60% 

Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR 

litle character, 
resembles a ‘car, ‘must 

Joypads. 
sould 

frustrated. 
instructions 
ease of use 70% en - instructions 40% 
dipay 90% —egottate the "30" turns, Dlaabiliy ae efor money fraps . Wheneveryou crashthecar,uime SG ie 

This set of programs is as wide 
as it is varied. Take your pick 
and see LEN can come up 

The only complaint 1 had 
about the mechanics was that the 
exder in which the cards were 
selected and whether they were 
accepted had to be written on a 
piece of paper and analysed 
later. It would have been a nice 
touch if there had been a printer 
option to enable the relevant 
data to be recorded automatic- 

ly. 
Should you be the type of 

mental masochist who can solve 
Rubik’s cube blindfold with both 
hhands tied then this is the game 
for you. 

Brainbox, 20 Orange St, London 
WaR IED 

Enigma is advertised as ‘‘a new 
type of computer game" based 
around a pack of cards. At the 
start you select which one of five 
rules to play by, and then 
determine the nature of this rule 
by playing the game. 

Quite simply you or the 
computer select a “start card’: 
As the cards are played the 
computer will inform you 
whether it has been accepted or 
rejected according to the rule in 
use, and presumably its relation- 
ship the start card. 
Presumably because, during two 
days, I failed to discover any of 
the rules. 

instructions playa 
graphics 
value for money 
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CGL, CGL Hse, Goldings Hill, 

You are in the driver's seat of a 
rally car and must finish a course 
in the the least time possible. The 

which barely 

controlled via the cursor keys 
Better key arrangement 
we been employed and 

the insensitive joypads leave you 
The screen depicts a forest (I 

think) and track. The car starts 

I could sce that thought had 

‘gone into the game's design. Nice 
title page, detailed instructions in 
the program, various skill levels 
and so on but the sound is very 
crude and animation is non- 
existent. Why use character 
graphics when the MS has such 
powerful sprite graphics? 

Many games are very good 
because they are simple. This 

GL game is too simple and offers 
be you no challenge. If it was in 

machine code and better graphics, 
and sounds were used, it might 
have been a good game, 
However, as it stands, I cannot 
recommend it at all. 8.8. 

({ =a BS" 

ISP Marketing, Hampstead Hse, 
‘New Town Centre, Basingstoke 
RG21 LG 

The inlay shows # never-ending 
trench seen from the cockpit of & 
spaceship. Entering the 
fare alien craft, and the scene 

From the instructions 1 
discovered that the trench was on 
the Battle Planet, and your 
mission is to launch one of three 
plasma bolts at_the planet's 
vulnerable spot. This reminded 
me of a well-known film. 

‘You must shorten the distance 
between yourself and the target, 
while fighting off robot fighters. 
If you fail to hit the fighter, only 
the shield can stop you being 
bombarded with an energy bolt. 
‘After three of these you're dead. 
Using the shield drains energy 
and finally ends the game. 

Expecting a flight simulation 
in space I started the game, but 
instead of looking out from the 
cockpit my ship was a little white 
smudge at the bottom of the 
screen. The alien vehicles were 
equally boring, and shooting the 
tiny craft is almost impossible. 

Perhaps BBC owners are spoilt. 
bbut_ I now expect more colour, 
excitement and better graphic 
definition from arcade games. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 



Introducing the Sprint 

It loads Spectrums four times faster 
than an ordinary cassette player, 
uses standard cassette software, 

UK& World Patents Pending. 

and has improved loading reliability. 
All for just £64.95. ,, sri:cerasy The new Sprint from 

Challenge Research will load 
and save Spectrum programsat fourtimes the speed of 
conventional cassette players, this even applies to 
standard program and games cassette software that has 
been pre-recorded at normal speed. All this plus 
improved loading reliability is available for just £64.95 
inclusive of post. packing. VAT and a 12 month guarantee. 
The Sprintis dedicated to both the 16K and 48K Spectrum 
and provides an innovative but inexpensive new concept 
in cassette tape storage. 
Use of the Sprint is simplicity itself: 
@ Retains the standard Spectrum commands and format 
© Advanced digital circuitry and signal processing 
improves loading reliability and eliminates volume setting 
© Simply plugs into the Spectrum port — no interface or 
external power unitis required, iteven hasitsown 
expansion slot so that you can still use other peripherals 
atthe same time. 
@ A full 48K program will load orsave in 75 seconds rather 
than five minutes with a conventional cassette recorder. 

CHALLENGE RESEARCH 

spend more time working your 
‘Spectrum and be the envy of your friends. 
Ifyou have Visa or Access cards you may phone your 
order to ensure faster delivery by calling Potters Bar 
(0707) 44063, or post the coupon below. 
Please allow 28 days for delivery If you are not delighted 
with your Challenge Sprintsimply return itwithin 7days 
and we will refund your money in full 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

‘A DIVISION OF A.E. HEADEN LTD. 

218 High Str ters Bar Herts 
HOwa7 



Nol QUICKSILVA LATEST NEWS 

tin 

Meet the perils of refuse in 
TRASHMAN — Commodore 64 
£7.95 ~ Son of BEEB-ART! 
The job may look easy but only you J Create your own works of art with 
know the hazards. Speeding cars, ‘ this simple to use, yet sophisticated 

ELECTRO-ART — Electron 
£14.95 

cyclists, vicious dogs, over-reacting eu ; feature-rich art tool which includes a 
inthe transport cafe or one too $ - full machine code ‘Paint’ routine 
many in the pub! A Trashmans lot is i ( allowing you to colour fill any shape. 
not an easy one. Discover just how ots © a z ELECTRO-ART is supplied in a box 
difficult for yourself in TRASHMAN ; main 7 rs 4 with a full instruction manual, 
on the Commodore 64. } , é ee 
= SS ee tk SON VELNOR'S LAIR — Oric 1/Atmos 

/ £6.95 
ESCAPE & 3D TUNNEL — . VEl Battle the evil Wizard Velnor in the 
Commodore 64 £7.95 each. ts — a 7 $=] Vy caves of Mount Elic. VELNOR'S LAIR 
Follow the thrills! is simply the most enjoyable 
What lies in the tunnel's depths? adventure you will play on your 
Flying bats, leaping toads, scurrying < computer! 
rats, crawling spiders and there may —Sa SS 
be more... All appearing live in the , MINED OUT For Bill the worm 
dreaded 3D TUNNEL. Oric 1/Atmos £6.95 Meanwhile, in the maze on the Following his success on the 
estates, what horrors lurk in the SPECTRUM, ELECTRON, BBC, LYNX 
hedges? Where is the axe hidden? and DRAGON, Bill the worm is now 
What prehistoric terrors will trap appearing in MINED OUT on the 
you? Can you survive the dinosaurs ORIC 1/ATMOS computers 
and the pterodactyls? Find out in 
ESCAPE if you dare! Available on the 
Commodore 64, erecna De Mae —_COMINGSOON. 
SSS ANT ATTACK - Commodore 64 

£8.95 
idee raat! A The outstanding Soft-Solid 30 

graphics of the breathtaking city of 
Antescher are now available on the 
Commodore 64. Battle the giant ants 
to save your hero! 

‘An intoxicating game for the BBC 
and ELECTRON. 
Do you enjoy being killed by aliens? 
Has your keyboard melted away 
iene heavy artillery? Do you . 2 i Pi ———GOMING SOON ____. ve nightmares of swooping FRED — Commodore 64 £7.95 
birdmen? ’ Ruy, Action beneath the pyramids! 
eee the game for you... it has the f Fearless Fred, the Intrepid ese Archaeologist, searches the creepy 
GATE CRASHER is a game of skill catacombs below the torrid tomb of 
and strategy that will test your mind Aston) Symy Tootiecarmoon! 
tothe limits, PLUS you will also have ———“G0MINGSOON. the opportunity to WIN £200! S00 COMING SOON 

GAMES 84 — Spectrum 48K 
‘railable at From the advanced programming 

ED?? oy, @S% Waswirn Y project division of the SOFTWARE 
on ss enanemtt ei deca cono sere STUDIOS - GAMES 84, an Olympiad 

WARNING: These programs are sold according to QUICKSILVA Ltd's terms of trade and conditions of sale, copies of which are available on request. Spectacular! 



ES a 
ORIC PROGRAMS 

No doubt you remember all 
those TV commercials when 
they show you the nasty things 
that can happen to your teeth 
when you eat too many sweets 
or don’t clean your molars 
properly. 

Well, this game brings all 
your worst fears about the state 
‘of your mouth to life, The 
magic sword which is your one 
weapon against the dreaded 
tooth decay is your tube of 
toothpaste — and we have no 
references as to brand. As far as, 
this game is concerned, any 
toothpaste will do the trick. 

Variables 
X,Y plot tooth 
SX,SY plot sweet 
R ” decide which 

goes 
N_ move firing 
§ give score 
Dhow many times sweet has 

hit teeth 
N general use 
Q music 

What you have to do is blast 
the malevolent marshmallows 
before they start eating away at 
your teeth. The first time they 
are successful in attacking your 
fangs, your teeth get an attack 
of jaundice and turn yellow. If 
you let them near your teeth a 
Second time, you'll lose all your 

How it works 
9-140. set up variabl 
180-160 special POKES 
600-2000. main loop 
2100-2190 fire routine 
3000-3020 add score 
10000-10140 change teeth 

colour 
15000-15100. end? 

user defined 
graphics 

30000-30180 set up screen 
31000-31100 music 

lovely pearls and false teeth 
would be the only answer. 

Press Q to move up, Z to 
move down and the space bar to 
fire. For some reason you only 
see half of a marshmallow when 
it moves — can you think why 
this is? 

There are 27 UDGs, and if 
you want to convert this game 
io the Spectrum, you must omit 
some of the graphics. The Oric 
uses an 8 x 6 grid for its UDGs. 

The character string controls 
in line 30 switch the keyboard 
click off. The other one 
switches the cursor off. The 
CHR strings (J-7) plot certain 
colours in certain places. The 
Oric's screen is 38 x 26. If your 
computer doesn’t have 
REPEAT... UNTIL loops, 
change these for FOR... NEXT 
loops. 

9 DIM F812) 
28 S=8 
25 cs 
3@ PRINT CHRS (6) ,CHRS(17) 
188 TPS(1)="abedet” 
118 TPS(2)="9hi 5k1" 
128 X=2:¥=10 
138 CLS:PAPER @:INK 7 
148 
149 
15@ 

+49:POKE 4600,57 
155 POKE 48007,56:POKE4901@,52:POKE 48011,32:POKE49012 

+68:POKE 45013, 75 
168 POKE 48814,86:POKE 46015,83: POKE48016,79:POKE48017 

1 POKES@818,05 
288 CLS:PLOT’ 1, 18,CHRS(14)+"CONTROLS":PLOT 18,9 ,CHRE 
(44) +=CONTROLS' 

:POKE 49985, 96:POKE49006,32:POKE 48007 

SSPLOTX Ye," 
“:PLOTX,Ye1," : 

YaYe1s IFY>19THENY=19, 
668 IF Ke=" " THEN GOTO 21 
678 PLOT 1,1,CHRS(7)+"SCORE="+STRS(S) 
680 T=@:PLOT X,Y ,CHRS(1) +1PS(1) 
698 PLOT X,¥+1,CHRS(1)+TP#(2) 
788. R=RND (i) 
718 IF Re<. 1THENPLOTSX,SY," 
kes IFS>SSTHENSK=35, 

728. IF Re<.5 THENPLOTSX,SY, 
SY+12 IFSY>28THENIGO® 
73@ IF Re>.7 THENPLOTSK,SY," 

SX—12 IFSX<OTHENSK=36 
74@_ IFR=>. STHENPLOTSX , SY 

“1: IFSY<BTHEN 18008 
75@ PLOT SK,SY,CHRS (3) +" vn" 
768 PLOT SX,SY,CHRS(3)4"xy" 
2008 GOTO 432 
2100 Fe(1)="2" 
2118 Fs(2)—"¢" 
2120 NeG:REPEAT 
2138 PLOT N,Y,FS(1) 
2148 PLOT N,Y=4,F#(2) 
2158 IF SCRN(N+L,¥e1)<>32 THEN GOTO 
2168 IF SCRN(N+1,Y)<232 THEN GOTO 
2178 PLOT N,Y+i," * 
2175 PLOT N.Y," 
2176 Nenet 
2108 SHOOT:UNTIL N=37 
2198 GOTO 748 
308 EXPLODE: S=S+108 
3001 PLOT N.Y," 
3802 PLOT SX,SY," —* 
3085 PLOT N,Ye1," * 
3004 PLOT SX,SY+1," 
3818 SX=36:5¥=14 
328 GOTO 628 

“:PLOTSX,SY-1," 
LOTSX,SY-1," 

"sPLOTSX,SY+1, 
*:PLOTSX,SY+1," 

000 
3008 

10810 PLOTSK,SY+i," —* 
10828 D=D+t 
18835 T#(1)="rsturstursturstursturstursturstursturs” 

Attack of 
the marsh 
-malliows 
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10037 
12050 

+1802) 
10888 IF D>=2 THEN GOTO 1500 
18098 SX=36:5Y=15 
1013 EXPLODE 
10148 GOTO 63e 
15008 PLOT 0,6," 

(2) ="anopanopenopanopanopanopanopenopanopan’ 
IFD=1THENPLOT®, 6 ,CHRS (3)+TS(1):PLOT @,22,CHRS (3) 

15018 PLOT @,22, 
15015 
15030 
15048 
15068 

ETH" 
15070 

ETH" 
15060 

FOR N=i TO 1000:NEXT N 
cs 
REPEAT 
PLOT 5,6,CHRS(14)+CHRS(1)+"YOU HAVE LOST YOUR TE 

PLOT 5,5, CHRS(14)4CHRS(1)+"YOU HAVE LOST YOUR TE 

PLOT 5,18,CHRS(6)+"PRESS ANY KEY TO PLAY AGAIN" 
1585 WAIT 1800) 
15299 UNTIL KEYs<>"" 
1595 PRINT CHRS(17):PRINT CHRS (6) 
15097 D» 
15100 CLEAR: RUN 
Zited RESTORE:FOR Ness@aae ASC (87) 98) TO s6g0ne (ASC (* 

98) +7 
20018 READ P:POKE N,PsNEXT N 
20028 DATA 

DATA 
22040 DATA 

DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
para 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 
DATA 

PLOT X,V41 ,CHRE (1)-47P# (2) 
FOR Ne23 TO 25 

‘30052 PLOT @,N,CHRS (1) +"qaaaaqaqqaaaaqaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
gaaqaaaa” "S062 NEXT N 
30078 PLOT @,22,CHRS(7)+"mnopanopanopnopanopanopancpm 

nopmnopan” 
‘39080 FOR Nes TO 6 
39€9@ PLOT @,N,CHRS (1) +*qqqaaqaqqqaaaqqaaqagaaaaaaaaag 

agaaaaaa” 3Oi88 NEXT N 
3B1@5 PLOTS 1, CHRS (7) +"SCORE="+STR# (S) 
38118 PLOT @,4,CHRS(7)+"rsturstursturstursturstursturs 
tursturs® 
‘30330 LET SWS(1)="vn" 
30140 LET SWs(2)="xy" 
SO150 Bx=361SVe12 
38140 PLOT SX,SY,CHRS (3) +5W8 (1) 
3@170 PLOT SX,SY+1 ,CHRS(S) +SHs (2) 
30100 PLOT 5,26,CHRS(6)+"ATTACK OF THE MARSHMELLOWS™ 
31900 As=" 1805356515513533188556655655151" 
Sigie Be="1 15590001 15SeE801 155663Se0005e1~ 
31020 Q=1:REPEAT 
SiOSM ARASC (MIDS (AS,0,1))—47 
$1040 BeAGC (MIDS BE 2, 1))-47 
31950 5.2580 
310608 
31078 
31988 
siges 
31984 
SHOOS UNTIL Q=LENCAS) +1 
31998 WAIT 25:GeG+1 :WAIT 1@0:PLAY @, 
31108 
32115 

SAVE: « £ ££’°SON 

THESETI-99/4AGAMES 

£5.98 
th Egor 

fire four castles snd 24 diferent shes 
Seperb graphics and great fn, 

Hunchback Havock (BASIC) 
[Arcade action in TI-BASIC! Race 

Daddie'sHotRod (BASIC) £5.95 
Drive through sheep fields, woods, over 
vers and avoid all obstacles, then Pick UP Intch-tikers Gown perilously twisting roads 

[says] £ 
Testes oes oe, means 
Se SeuakteNdanena £ 

wos £| 

The Biach Tower (BASIC) £5.95 
fescue the Lady Gwen in ur fates full 16K 

th th th th th th th th 

ner OnTreiton BASIC ‘£5.95. ater Anach (EXT-BASH 
You ate pane Teton our tk Soph fore Nowe uo yout 

savour eure alsa ood praphie. HCW ai Seven a level one 8 

SPECIAL OFFER 
You've seen the reviews, your know the quality of 
Lantern Products. Mention this ad when ordering 

any of the above games and you will only pay £4.95 
per title! 

Don’t delay — order now! Offer ends 31st July. 
‘Send cheque or P.O, 10 

LANTERN SOFTWARE, 
4 Haffenden Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 60D 

of SAE for full list. Look out for our products at your TI retailer. 

COURSEWINNER 
The Punters Computer Program 
COURSEWINNER allows vou to use the power of your 

+ 0 get the edge on the bookmaker 
© COURSEWINNER contains «database fll of detailed 

information on all English and Scottish fat course 
The ten leading jockeys and trainers and effect of the 
draw ts detailed foreach course 

This information can be displayed on the screen at any time 
(© The program analyses these factors combines with the result 

the lst three ou g price and weight carid 
(© COURSEWINNER is simple and quick 

Boxed with detailed instruction booklet 
Price £12.50 all inclusive isMEDIATE DISPATCH RETURN OF POST 
Available foe 
SPECTRUM 48K), BBC (i), COMMODORE, DRAGON, APPLE/Me, ATARI 48K. 

ase yet very powerful 

The Ultimate Pools Prediction Program 
(© POOLSWINNER is the most sophisticated pools prediction Ff 
aid ever produced. It comes complete with its own massive 
database 
Can be used for Scoredraws, Draws, Aways and Homes 

© The database contains over 20000 matches (10 years league 
football). 1 updates automaticaly as results come i. 

(© The precise prediction formula can be set by the user. This 
allows development of your own unique method. 

(@ Package is complete with program, database and detailed 
instruction booklet. 

Price £15.00 all inclusive imMEDIATE DISPATCH (RETURN OF POST 
tie for: SPECTRUM (48K), ZX81 (16K), BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON. 

APPLE ile, ATARI (48K 
Available fro dealers dies eur pot fo: 

tox 
SOFTWARE 

37 Councillor Lane, Cheadle, Cheshire. Phone: 061- 
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Win a copy of the brilliant 
chart topper, Beach-Head, 
and an authentic American 
sweat-shirt_ from US Gold, 
the distributors of top 
quality software in this 
country. 

Beach-Head has been widely 
acclaimed for its vivid 3D graphics 
and dramatic sound effects. US 
Billboard magazine voted it the best 
game on the Commodore for sound 
and graphics and the all action 
game has been a constant best seller 
In the States since it was released 
last November. 

Beach-Head_ costs £9.95 on 
cassette and £12.95 on disc 

The scenario consists of a naval 
engagement followed by tanks 
landing on a defended beach. The 
object of the game is to take the 
enemy fortress of Khun-Lin 

US Gold is a new company, 
formed in February. this year 
Launched by Geoff Brown, a 
former maths. teacher and 
professional musician, US Gold has 
negotiated a series of licensing deals 
Which enables. the company to 
introduce the best_of American 
Software to this country — without 
the sting of import prices. 

“US Gold has selected the very 
best of American games, and is 
bringing them to the UK at normal 
UK prices" said Geoff Brown, 
“Because we can choose from s0 
many different companies, we can 
release only the highest quality. We 
will have 27 top-ranking American 
tiles on release by Christmas 

“Our company name, US Gold, 
is really our seal of approval" he 

“These games are solid 

‘Also in the US Gold range are 
Zaxxon for the Atari, which was 
Hominated as best arcade game of 
1983 in the States, and Dallas 
Quest, a new release for the 
Commodore 64 and Atari, available 
on disc only 

“Other games based on Dallas 
have been pale imitations of the real 
thing, said Geoff Brown, "This isa 

<=! Go for gold 
— win 

Beach-Head 
and an all 
American 
sweat-shirt 

from 

U.S.GOLD 
100 per cent Dallas production — 
the Lorimar people, who made the > 
series, did the graphics and wrote 
the storyline!” Here's your chance 
to strike oil and defeat JR once and 
for all 

All you have to do to win your 
‘own tape of Beach-Head and a US 
Gold sweat-shirt is to find all the 
US Gold titles in our wordsquare. 
Go for it! 

How to enter 
Study the wordsquare and mark all 
the US Gold titles you find with a 
ball-point or semi-opaque felt tip 
pen. Complete the coupon fully and 
clearly — if you are a winner it will 
be used as a label. Send wordsquare 
and coupon to us 
Important: write the number of 
titles you found on the back of the 
envelope. 

Send your entry to US Gold 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No. 1, Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Closing date is 
at first post on Friday July 20, 
1984. 

Senders of the first 50 correct 
entries opened at random will 
receive Beach-Head and a US Gold 
sweatshirt. Remember to specify. 
your size (small, medium or. large) 
‘on your entry coupon. 

The prizes will arrive from US 
Gold within 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing 
the results of the competition. 

US Gold titles 
Aztec Challenge Dallas Quest 
Caverns of Bruce Lee 
Khatka Pooyan 

Slinky Zaxxon 
Beach-Head O'Riley’ Mine 
Solo Flight Forbidden Forest 
Mystic Mansion Textpro 
Datapro 

The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus Specialist 
Publications, US Gold and Alabaster 
Passmore & Sons. T 

smployees” families and agents 
ies. The How to Enver 
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9 Out of 10 

Tape on - 
Great games, great utilities all for only 
£5.99, Avaliable for Spectrum, Atari, Vic 
20, BBCB, and CBM 64 through W.H. 
‘Smith, Menzies and computer stores. 
Really use your computer this summer. 

Clever Clogs 
8 great fun games for whizzkids. Change 
the difficulty with data packs on Science, 
The Arts & General Knowledge. 

On sale in W.H. Smith. Keep your Clever Orion Quest. Spectrum £7.99, BBC B, and 
Glogs busy allsummeriong! Availablefor CBM 64 £9.99. 
Spectrum at £6.95. Baia te 

Five million barbarians, an army or two of 
Recently launched, the new name in Persians, several thousand upset 
quality strategy and adventuregames. Top Armenians, fifty legions of itinerant 
writersand programmers openthedoorto _—italians...... ‘and you! 
the worid of imagination and fantasy. Have a holiday at home and save 
Have an adventure this summer with ‘iilisation. eer BBCB, 

Star Force Seven, Questfor Eternity, and Spectrum & Commodore 64. 
Nn 1 Gaiden Srmare Lancinn WIR 2AR 



Computers” 
preferred 

——S— 

Software <= 
ee === - 

The House for Heroes! 

The Game Lords join the Argus Press team. Consistently in the top 

ten with great games like Ant Attack, Boogaboo, Fred, Mined Out 

and Snowman. Prices from £4.95 to £7.95. Available from W.H. 
Smith, Boots and Menzies and leading Computer Stores worldwide. 



Now available from selected branches of: 

VEE WHSMITH 
and most good computer shops! 



ARCADE MON-ARCADE 
Mugsy Melbourne 

BeachHead —_USGold CBM 64(7) House Spectrum (1) 
Sabre Wulf ultimate ‘Spectrum (2) Flight Path 737. Anirog CBM 64 (2) 
cavaion Ocean cam 6a(-) Golf 64 Abrasco Spectrumt-) 
Cosmic Cruiser imagine cam 64(5) ‘Snooker Visions CBM 6414) 
Antics Bug Byte Spectrum (-) FallofRome APS BM 64 (6) 
Les Files PSs Spectrum (7) Solo Flight US Gold BM 64(7) 
Jetset willy Software FallofRome APS. Spectrum (6) 

Lhe! BTR vixplode Abrasco Vic-20() 
8 Trashman New lords of 

Gonprartoniige ses eteats) mignight Beyond Spectrum (-) 
9 Psytron Beyond Spectrum (8) estas 

10 Cosmiccrulser Imagine BBO) Adventure cos 2X81(9) 

Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 

Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

SPECTRUM ff] COMMODORE OO 82 

iBuzzarasait ——_Microdealt) 
AMugsy M. House Beach Head Centresoft ia) 2cuthbert 
2Sabre Wulf Uttimate (2) 2cavelon Ocean) InSpace Microdeal (2) 
BFighter Pilot —_—oigital(3) 3Revelation Softek (9) 3M 019 Microdeal (10) 
‘Blade alley Psst ‘apinball Wizard CP Software() 4pungeon ald —_-Microdeal (8) 
Santis Bug Byte (6) SSolo Fight Centresoft SHungryHorace —M. House (@) 
Gtes Flies Pssi7) GsavagePond ——Starcade() Gxriegsplet Beyond) 
strasnman new THeroes of Karn Int. Micros) 7oragon chess Oasis Software 3) 

Generation (10) BSpace Pilot Anirog (8) Bug Diver Mmastertronic(5) 
9psytron Beyond a) Flight Path 737 Anirog() 9thexing Microdeal -) 
10Scuba Dive Durrell) tOAquanaut Int. Micro 10Skramble microdeal (8) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's position: 

WIG-2O BBC LES 
aviator Acornsoft (1) 
2overDrive ‘superior (3) 

Flignt 015 Ferrantl Gruneber: 
erenpore * cama Acornsoft +) 1Planet Raider Novus (3) 

2erazy Kong Interceptor) Fecee thy Wh 2krypton Ordeal Novus (2) 
Scomputer war ThomEMa(s) ‘Battie Tank superior (7) 3scramble Quicksiva 
rower Sev Tran ae Spitfire Command Superior (2) Salien Rain cru 
SPhantom Attack, Mastertronic ss) 730 Munchy MRM 3Flight Simulation Sinclair (6) 
Sub Hunt Mastertronic (9) 7oruneberg GspaceRaiders Sinclair) 
7vegas ackpot —-Mastertronic(7) ee neo 7walk the Plank Novus‘) 
Bchariot race «Micro Antics 6) esanes peti aches 1k sinclair 
scrambler Mastertronic () s0Banits at Mothership Sinciair(7) 
0Undermine Mastertronic S0'clock Micropower 1osabotage sinciair 9) 



It’s playtime 
— with your 
video toys 

1 don't know if I like the implications of this, but, as Mr Spock 
would say, they are certainly fascinating. The well-known 
software firm, Epyx, is bringing out a computer video game 
based on’ America’s best selling fashion doll, Barbie. Children 
(presumably) will be able to dress Barbie, change the colour and 
style of her hair and create different clothing outfits, just as they 
could if they had the “‘real’’ Barbie doll. 

Along the same lines, Epyx is in the process of developing 
another computer video game based on Mattel’s Hot Wheels 
toys. Kids will be able to design their own cars, selecting features 
such as body colour, chassis style, tyres, wheels and seats. And 
as if that’s not enough, the same firm is also planning to bring 
out yet a third similar game. Based on the G.1. Joe (Barbie for 
boys), kids will have the opportunity to outfit the video soldier 
and send it into combat against non-human enemies. 

Epyx is planning to market these three games under the 
banner of Computer Activity Toy with an initial version 
available for the Commodore 64, followed later in the year by 
versions to run on the IBM PC, PCjr., Atari and Apple 
computers. The units will cost about $30 each. In one sense, it 
will actually be cheaper for parents to buy the computer games 
than the actual toys upon which the games are based, but it 
seems to me that too much is missing for the games to be 
considered equivalent to the “real”? things 

After all, kids will miss the tactile and manipulative 
enjoyment of playing with three-dimensional objects. ind 
besides, its really hard to take that computer with you when you 
want (0 play with your toys outside. Not only that, but the 
whole concept of sharing your toys with friends will be lost, 
encouraging kids to isolate themselves, and may keep them from 
developing necessary social skills. 

Perhaps I’m just a real conservative at heart, but the whole 
idea of video toys just leaves me cold. We'll see how these games 
do in the marketplace, and probably, in years to come, see 
whether my fears are groundless. Hmmm, I wonder. 

In search of a different display? Sharp Electronics (yes, those 
same clever Japanese folks) has recently unveiled a new full-size 
flat screen display which could ultimately find itself replacing 
conventional CRTs used in millions of current computer work 
stations. The unit is capable of displaying a full 80 columns by 
25 lines, can display graphics characters as well as text, and does 
50 at a total thickness of less than 1% inches. 

Like a standard CRT screen, the display gives off its own 
light which overcomes the disadvantage of liquid crystal flat 
panel displays, which require an external source of light in order 
to be seen. Although no price has been set, Sharp indicates that 
samples are available immediately. The displays are capable of a 
600 by 200 resolution, which is compatible, not by accident, 
with the resolution of the IBM PC. The units are reported to 
have good contrast and brightness. 

Sharp is very enthusiastic about its new product, indicating 
that the company expects its initial orders to come from a virtual 
Who's Who of the computer industry. I know that they have 
been working on this product for some time now, years in fac 
so if they are ready to release it, am certain that it will do the 
job. We'll just have to wait to find out whether it will be able to 
compete on the basis of price. 

Out of room again. See you next Tuesday. 

Bud Izen, Fairfield, California 
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SOFTWARE FOR 
SPECTRUM AND Zx81 

£5.00 : alte simuation of an 
teams it you wish (Engish league provided ‘op cassatel. Rate each team fom one 10 ‘ine in various success categories such a8 stack, fence, manage, tc. Watch the 
Ball by Bal! £5.00 

international series. Set up your own teams and pool of players (England V Auserala we. provided. Rate each ployer'scapabuites ot 
tm such as talent, effort ete, Pick me and play the match, Hecivonie SEoreboard shows progress of 8 match. ul 

16x 2x81 

‘ven for the Spectrum FOOTBALL LEAGUE” Forerunner of “Day ofthe Match” £400 supporting score card nd series averages TEST MATCH Forerunner of "Bal by Bal £4.00 
VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD., 

Stone Lane, Kinver, 
Stourbridge, West Midlands 

Telephone: 0384 872462 

EO VIDEO 
7 SOFTWARE LIMITED 

COLOUR GENIE 32K 

SPACE TREH 
Only 6, 50 incl. p & Pp 

Apex Sottomte 

MILES BETTER SOFTWARE 
221 Cannock Road, Chadsmoor Cannock, Staffs WS11 20D 

TEL 05435 3577 
U.S. GOLD SOFTWARE cass Disc Beach Head £9.00 12.00 Solo Flignt £14.00 44.00 Dallas Quest E 12.00 Bruce Lee £9.00 12.00 Aztec Chaliengé. £8.00 12.00 Forbidden Forest £8.00 12.00 Pooyan. £9.00 12.00 Riley's Mine £9.00 12.00 slinky. £ 8.00 12.00 Caven of kiiatica £ 8.00 12.00 

64 HARDWARE 
1541 DISC DRIVES. 
1520 PRINTER-PLOTTER 
64 Accelerator Load and Save 
10 times normal cassette speed only .. 

Phone for software list for the 64 
Coming soon: Firefox — a 3D Scramble for the 64 

FOR THE TI-99/4A 

MINER 2049’er — £23.95 ESPIAL — £23.95 
Will work on V2.2 consoles 

EXTENDED BASIC £73.95 
BUCK ROGERS—£29.95 CONGO BO! — £29.95 

Two from Sega for the TI. 

TINY LOGO — £14.00 Tape based logo. 

Other cartridges, Moonbeam software, printers and 
books available from: 

ARCADE HAREWARE, 211, HORTON ROAD, 

FALLOWFIELD, MANCHESTER, M14 7QE. 

Tel 061-225-2248 



At R&Rwe believe 
that value comes first, 
and we make it our business 
to ensure that we provide good 
quality programs at realistic prices . . 
for your enjoyment. 
ALLARCADE GAMES NORMALLY HAVE 
CHOICE OF KEYBOARD OR JOYSTICK CONTROL. 
Should you have difficulty in obtaining our products 
from your local Dealer please send cheque or Postal 
Order indicating titles required, for return of post service. 

The Aen earns | CHOPPER X-1 JUNIOR ARITHMETIC. | SPECTIPEDE 

un £4.95 || any £5.50 
GNASHER STAR TREK OTHER COMPUTERS? 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME CALLING ALL PROGRAMMERS 

RAR Software Ltd, SINE WANTED New, Quality Software. 
5 Russell Street, Gloucester SOFTWARE Send us your latest Program 
Tel (0452) 502819 for evaluation — NOW. 

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING DEALERS NATIONWIDE 



Moneybox 
Dragon 32 

£9.99 
Harris Micro Software, 49 
Alexandra Rd, Hounslow, 
Middx TW3 4HP 

If handling your money is a 
problem then this could be the 
program for you. 

Written to a very high 
standard, it offers you the ability 
to handle up to 100 cassette files, 
each one having up to 99 
“periods”” with 100 transactions 
per period and 50 “accounts 
These accounts allow you to keep 
full details of how much money 
is going where and you can even 
change the account titles to make 
it completely persona 

You do have to have all the 
details at your fingertips as you 

Character 
Generator 

48K Spectrum 
£8.95 

ISP Marketing, 15a Castons 
Yard, Basingstoke, Hants 

If you didn’t already know, 
character generators. let you 
design graphics on a displayed 8 
x 8 grid, place them on your 
H chosen keys and SAVE to tape, 
1 Loaded back with your program, 
the usual POKE and DATA lines 
become redundant, saving time, 
effort and memory. Here you 
can. also design ‘an alternative 
character set 

A generator came for free on 
the Horizons tape and magazine 
listings for these and alternative 
character sets are everywhere. So 
why would you need this? Six 
pre-designed. alternative sets on 
side b might have been useful but 
copyright is claimed — a surprise 
to other houses, which have been 
fusing them for years, and the 

Mprinters who originally designed 
~ Vihe type face: 

‘The program 
BASIC and poorly 

is_ mainly 
signed. 

You are forced to go through the 
instructions every time to reach f the grid. scree 
INPUT/ENTER instead of a 

x 

keypress, And there's ‘no easy pid of ascrnts using the cursor This package consists of wo fos” Usually whe. usiag a 
programs. First we have | character definer the cursor is lalternative set display for function key defining program Saved to the required postion 

modification, renders the = to be honest this is very poor. Oy ihe grid and the rived shen i 
character option superfluous. The average BBC owner could Not in this programy Every time This badly needs a double grid, 
‘with a display of the original for 
comparison. Altogether, 
Junworthy of the publishers of 
[Scope and a ridiculous price. 

’ based programs at the pres of 8 ane urce” instructions key! display ease of use The second offering is a value for money 

lexit to the menu on error. The| 
UDG option, by allowing 

use the program but it’s far 
easier, though not necessarily 
quicker, than trying to do all this 
‘on paper. If you need summaries 
the printer routine can provide 
all the detail you require 

A very good feature us the 
extensive error trapping and the 
use of prompts to tell you what 
type of input is required in each 
field. The only problems I have 
found are the program's inability 
to report file loading errors and 
abort in a reasonable manner 
and the usual one of finding 
enough money to work upon! 

Selective, 64 Brooks Rd, Street, 
Somerset BA16 OPP 

Quickdraw is another on-screen 
painting package. It has all the 
usual features, e.g. the ability to 
‘SAVE and LOAD screens to and 
from tape or disc and to dump 
the finished work of art to a 
printer. 

Quickdraw makes good use of 
the Beeb’s function keys, 
providing such facilities as 
triangle, circle and quarter circle 

909 drawing. A function key strip is 
70 provided with the instruction: 

graphics 70 The Mode I screen is divided 
value for money 85 imo two distinct areas. The top 

three lines provide information 
regarding the current cursor 
position and also the drawing 

Take your 
micro 

seriously 
Use these programs to 
broaden your horizons. 

Whether you want to design 
games, handle your finances. 

r define keys, there's 
something for you here 

hhave been rejected had it been 
submitted for publication in a 
magazine. 

The program only allows 
definition of single characters 
and is unable to define 
multicoloured characters. 

Characters are defined by 

Key Definer 
and Character 

Generator 
32K BBC £9.95 

G, Soft, 18 Melbourne Rd, 
‘Walthamstow, London E17 6LR 

write a better program during 
his/her first. week on the 
machine. As an example, one of 
the more technical key 
definitions actually allows the 
user to LOAD or SAVE casset 

the cursor is moved onto a new 
square the pixel is automatically 
lit, so you spend most of the time 
erasing unwanted pixels. 

character definer. This program 
is slightly better than the first, 
but I imagine it would probably 
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1 rT: 
mode in use, e.g. Move, Draw, 
Triangle etc. This facility is very 
informative but unfortunately 
this information is also dumped 
to the printer during the printing 
of the picture. On the subject of 
printing, the user must. provide 
his own Screen dump routine and 
‘one line of the program amended 
to call this routine. 

Overall, 1 found Quickdraw 
easy to ‘use and capable of 
producing some quite detailed 
displays, Do consider this 
program if a 
artistic pack: 
require. 

instructions 60% 
ease of use 60%. 
display 70% 
value for money 60%. 

Scope 64 
CBM 64 £17.95 

ISP Marketing, Hi 
House, New Town Wg. Basingstoke RG21 1LG 
Available on cassette or — at £1 
more — om disc, Scope comes in 

npstead| 
Centre, 

fa video-type box with a smart 
spiral-bound manual, and 

that is. 
This is really a new language| 

land compiler. It enables you to 
sound and graphics 

routines which can be compiled 
jinto machine code and the 
independently of the 
program. 
The Scope commands cover 

sound, low resolution graphics| 
land sprites. High resolution 
lgraphics aren’t supported, which 
is a great shame. The commands } 
fare written in BASIC REM state- 
ments. Command words 
similar to those used in BAS 
but the structure of the Ia 
seems to be closer to that of 
assembles 

Scope provides 
method of writing machine code 
routines to speed up the 
operation of BASIC programs, 
‘but its limitations would make it 
difficult to use for writing a 
complete program of any 
complexity. Only integer 
variables are supported — no 
strings — and mathematical 
functions are limited to addition Jy 
land subtraction, 

n interesting utility, and one 

describes itself asa : 
designer. I'm not too sure | 

iN 
i 

\ 
) 

that’s well worth looking. at if} 
you don’t want to bother 
learning machine code. M.N. 

instructions 80% 
lease of use 73% 
display N/A 
value for money 80% 





BBC/ELECT 

Teach young children to count 
at the same time as making 
them aware of computers and 
introducing them to the 
keyboard 

In this game the child must 
count the number of mice 
which are generated at random 
on screen, Each correct answer 
allows the random number 
generator to produce larger 
numbers. 

Your pupil’s score will be 
recorded, as will high scores. 
There is also an option for 
turning off the sound, if it 
begins to grate on your nerves. 

How it works 
40 disables break 
60 turn on sound 
70 tusn off cursor 
80 error trapping 
100 disable escape 
110 define characters 
120 define sound envelopes 
130. give instructions 
140-150 set variables 
160 call main game 
180-370 define user graphics 
380-420 define envelopes 
430-520 draw board 
530-560 draw mouse 
570-640 draw cat at_location 

XM, Y% in colour Z% 
650-680 draw cat in correct 

location 
690-820 graphics 
830-1080. win procedure 
1090-1150 end of game 
1160-1180 error trap 
1190-1380 instructions 
1390-1580 lose game 
1590-1830 main game control 

Variables 
X%, Y% co-ordinates for screen 

graphics 
‘S% number of animals (answer) 
MY% your score 
NO high score 
T% random number 
number% your guess 
C%, D% control variables 

Develop 
children’s 
numerical skills 
with this 
program by 
Steve Lucas 

How many 

Hints on conversion 
Converting this program to run 
on other systems would be very 
difficult but the following hints 
should help: 
© Replace all REPEAT UNTIL 
loops with conditional GOTOs 
© PROCedures will need to be 
replaced with GOSUB and END: 
PROCS with RETURNs. Passing 
variables to the PROCedures will 
require using LET statements 
before calling the subroutines 
© You will need to generate a 
board of 12 x 12 squares using 
the appropriate graphics 
commands for your machine. 
© User defined graphics will 
need to be chosen to suit, as will 
the sound effects. 

REM #* House Count 
REM #* an educational game to help counting ## 
REM #* BY Steve W. Lucas 1964 #» 
mope1 
#Fx210,0 
VDUZS, 1 ,04010405 
ON ERROR MODE &:G0TO 1170 
PROCchars 
PROCenvel opes 
PROCInstructions 
U=201M%=OrNX=OFREM Uxerandom number 

Nie high score 
1000 

PROCgane 
170 END 
180 DEFPROCchars 
190 VOU23,239,255,255,255,255,255,255,255,255, 
200 VDUZS, 240; 192, 128, 156,191 ,255,255,65,113 
210 VDU23,241 ,0,96,112,88,204,252,0,192 
220 Wu2s,242,48,32,32,32;32,52,31,15 
230 vpuzs 3,7, 74341,285,255 

13M" yO 

VDU23,246,255, 255,253 
VoU23,247, 134, 128,128,126, 128,128,192 
YDUZ3,248,7,4,13,12,4,641,1 

VoU23,249,240, 16,68, 152, 16,48,192,192 
VDUZ3,250,0,3,6,12,9,94959 
vou23, 251,128,224, 178,216 ,72,72,72,72 
VoU2S,252,29,21,21,3,3,3,65 
voU23 ,253,92,212,212,224)224,224, 48,16 
VDU23,254,4,6,4,28,28,0,0,0 
VU23,255, 16,48, 16,28,28,0,0,0 

° 
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N PROGRAM 

‘odents 

there? 
360 

104040 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 

26 
420 
430 
440 
450 
440 
470 

sRHS7S, 
480 

YDUL9 0434004041941 4840040,19 4251404040519 45,4 

ENDPROC 
DEFPROCenvelopes: 
ENVELOPE 1,1,1,0,0,200,0,0,126,0,0,-126,126, 126 
ENVELOPE 2,157,705 10, 10,04 126,0,0,-126, 126,126 

ENVELOPE 3, 1,36,-36,0,20,20,0,126,0,0,-126,126y1 

ENDPROC 
DEFPROChoard 
GCOLO,1 
FOR Yimo TO 900 STEP 150 
FOR X%=0 TO 800 STEP 150 
MOVEX% ,75+V%1 MOVEXX , Ys PLOTES, XX+75,,75¢¥X1 PLOTES 
Vit MOVERK$ 75, VK*7St MOVEXK*75 ,YX+1501 PLOTES , XX+15 

4, ¥x+751 PLOTOS , XX+ 150, ¥X*1501NEXTXE V2 
GCOLO,21 MOVEO , Ot DRAW90O , 0: DRAW9OO , 7001 DRAWO , 900: 

DRAWO,0 

— 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
340 
350 
540 
570 
580 
390 
400 
610 
420 
630 
640 
450 
60 
670 
480 
490 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 
730 
760 
770 
780 
790 

(239091 
‘900 
B10 
20 
830 
840 
850 
860 
870 
ego 
890 
300 
910 
920 
930. 

MOVEO,9701 DRAW970,,9701 DRAW970,0 
‘VDUS: HOVE100, 1000; PRINT" Mouse Count "s VDUS 
YOU 28,31,31,39,0 
ENDPRO® 
DEFPROGnoune (X%,¥%,2%) 
DUS: 
HOVEXx, ¥%1 GCOLO, 2%1 VDU240,241,4 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROGeat (X%,¥%)2%) 
DUS: MOVEX%., Ys GCOLO, 2%: VDU2A2, 243,244, 10, 

245,246,247 ,41ENDPROC 
BEFPROCMan (XX, ¥%,2%) 
ypus: 
MOVEXx 5% 
COLO, 2% 
DU 248,249, 10,8,8,250,251 , 10,8,8,252,253,10,8,8 

+258, 25554 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCRove 
PROCcat (CX#75-75,D%#75-5,2) 
SOUND 1,2,160,10 
ENDPROC 
REPEAT 
AS=GETS: PRINTTAB(2,4) 5A 
Cxmasc (as) 
UNTIL CX>64 AND CX<77 
Cxaci~64 
REPEAT 
PRINTTAB(S,4)SPC6 
INPUT TAB(S,4)""AS. 
DxmVAL (AS) + LFD%>13 ORDX<1 THEN VDU7 
UNTIL DE90 AND Dx<13 
YDUS!GCOLO,0: MOVE 990,920 1PRINT STRINGS«' 
vous 
PROCRove 
ban" 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROGHin 
HueHt=10 
IF HX¢1000 THEN Hx=1000 
cus 
RESTORE 
FORX=1T06 
READax ,b%,c% 
PROCaan (az,b%,c%) 
NEXT 
SOUND 1,2,255,50 
DATA 1000, 1000,2, 1000, 150,2,150,1000,2,150,150,2 

CHR 

400, 700,3,800,400,3 

questions will get harder !* 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1370 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
4430 

4875-75, D%#75-5,colour) 

COLOURS 
‘vous. 
HOVESOO,650:PRINT"W @ 1 1 
MOVE 150,350:PRINT"There were 
Puneet 
IF RON THEN Ni=tnx 
TaaTX-1n1F THC2 THEN TH=2 
GCOLO,2 
MOVESO0,100:PRINT"Press <Space Bar>  " 
vpus 
YDUZS. 105010105 
REPEAT 
UNTIL GET=32 
cs 
ENDPROC 
cus 
vous 
HOVE 200,600 
PRINT'G Oo d by @." 
vou 4 

PRINTTAB(S,15) "Error “sERR}" in line number "JER 

END 
DEFPROCinstructi one 
cus 
PRINTTAB(15,2) "Mouse Count ' 
COLOUR 2 
PRINT" ""SPC(10) 
‘COLOUR’ 
PRINT 
to count the ant 

8.4. Lucas 1984" 
“wTnie 4s @ game in which you will be 

1g which appear on the screen. 

COLOUR? 
PRINT’ ''"The game keepa a high score to beat !" 
COLOUR 3 
PRINT’ "*Each time you get it right, the 

COLOUR 2 
PRINT" "*De you want sound <Y>es or <N>o 7" 
REPEAT 
s=GETS 

UNTIL Ag="Y" OR ASR"N" 
IF_AS="N" THEN #FX210, 
PRINT’’'"Prass <Space Bar> to start the game” 
REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 
‘CLS: ENDPROC 

“there: PRINT"Sorry** 
COLOUR 3 
PRINTS 
COLOUR 2 
PRINT “anima 
BOUND 1,3, 160,50 
couour 3 
PRINT '*Another* 
YDUZS, 104010101 
REPEAT 
yeasaGeTs 
UNTIL. INSTR (*YNyn" 
IF yest="¥" OR y 
cus. 
YDUSSMOVE 200,400:PRINT"G 0 o d by 

Gama" ""<Y/N>?* 

yar 
"y" THEN CLG: Mx=o1 PROCgame 

*sypUs 

PRINTTAB(O,2) "Your" *"score:~"" COLOUR 2 1PRINT 4 

coLouRS 
PRINTTAB(O,8) "High" "acore’ 
‘COLOUR 2 
PRINT NX 
8x0 
FOR Ci=i TO 12 
FOR Dxe1 TO 12 
Te=RND (UL) 
IF Tim2 THEN Sx=Sx%+1 tcolour=RND(2)+11 PROCcat (C 

NEXT DZ,C% 
IF S%=0'THEN 1690 
TIME=0 
COLOURS: PRINT’ ""How many animals’"can you"’"s 

DU 23,1,04010405 
PRINTTAB(2,25)" —* 
INPUT TAB (2,25) ""nunber% 
UNTIL numberZ>0 AND number%<144 
IF Stmnumber% THEN PROCMin ELSE PROCLoM 
UNTIL FALSE 
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tters Letters Letters Letters Li 
ers Letters Letters Letters Let 

recorder I was using (with | times it wouldn't work at | computers. I don’t want to 
[castie | about an 80 per cent success | all. Then my problems | hear a BBC owner running can’t go on 

rate) might ruin my tapes. I | really began. down a Commodore or 
bought acomputer-compat- | _ TheB, Nand M keysalso | Spectrum, or vice versa. A | 1 am appealing for advice 
ible cassette recorder from | became hard to use and the | computerisacomputer and | on the adventure game 

In reply to “*Castle query” | W, H. Smith but found this | problem got so bad that I | it only does what it is | Pirate Cove for the VIC-20 
(HCW 64), would you | did not work with the Oric. | had to prise off the key- | specified to do. They all | and BBC. I've had it about 
please inform Richard | ~ [then paid bit extra for | board's protective covering | have RAM and ROM and | five months and I still can't 
Rennie, of West Calder, | the W. H. Smith data | to have a look at the sensor | keyboards, amongst other | get very far. The farthest I 
West Lothian, that it would | recorder but this was a | pad and see what was | things. can get is to an island where 
be a good idea if he wedged | complete failure with the | wrong. The sensor pad was | 1 own a Spectrum and I | you land on a sandy beach. 
the door open before | Oric. 1 obtained a refund | apparently causing the | have no complaints about | 1 can then collect a few 
entering the castle. That | from W. H. Smith (given | trouble, and didn’t work. | it. Sometimes 1 would like | things but I can't find any 
way he can come and go a5 | most willingly) and went to | Some of the wiring must | to own other computers. | use for them. he pleases. But first it | an Oric stockist who | have come loose when 1 | My advice to those who are | 1 can collect safety 
would pay him to go fora | recommended the Pana- | fixed the upgrade, 1 | put off by the Speccy's | sneakers, a sack of walk in the forest and he | sonic Program Recorder | thought. keyboard is 10 invest extra | crackers, bottle of rum, may find something to help | Model RQ-8100. This cost | The problem got so bad | cash in a typewriter-style | torch, bag with matches in, 
hhim in his quest. £41 but has been worth | that I had to send_my | keyboard. There are plenty | a book, water wings, 

1 wonder if any reader | every penny because it loads | Spectrum to a repair firm. | to choose from. hammer, pile of sails, can help me with Greedy | and saves with great ease | The protective covering was | Apart from the key- | mongoose and a locked 
Gulch? I appear to be stuck | over a wide range of volume | also badly damaged and | board, the Spectrum is a | chest. 
in a maze and keep coming | fevels, wouldn't fit on properly. good machine for the price. Please could someone 
to walls with aD chalked on | “My advice to anyone | Unfortunately, that’s not | You just need to look at | help me with my quest. 
them. What does this stand | huying a cassette to use with | the end of my story. My | games like Jet Set Willy and ‘Ward, Halifax 
ce me Se aire e the Oric would be to make | friend Neil also has the | Ultimate’s Sabre walt 10 
a is sire compatbebeore | ame problem. wih hs | anprecine is apabiies’ | PPP lst] 
situation?, you buy it (perhaps even | Spectrum, with the | _ I read one letter in HCW Good ga 
G. Officer | (Mrs), | take your Oric with you to | exception ‘that on his | in which the author | 1 would like to tell you how 
Hartlepool, Cleveland try it out) or make sure you | computer the keys which | complained that home | much I love Scuba Dive by 

can get a refund if it’s not | don’t function are the Y to | computers are just bought | Durell Software. The compatible. This way the | O keys. I couln't take my | for games playing. I agree | graphics are wonderful. I 
problems I encountered | computer back 10 Sinclair | with this person. Some | fixe the way the sharks turn 
should be spared. as the guarantee had ended, | people think a computer is | sound. 
E Robson, Chopwell, Tyne | but Neil’s model is only 10 | only capable of playing | ‘The game is very hard but Inreply to Philip Rock's | and Wear months old and he had | games. It’s about time they | jg isa pleasure to play. That 

letter in HCW 65, to obtain never opened the keyboard. | came to their senses and | also goes for Chuckie Egg, 
the fourth piece of seroll in | OL’s colours| He tried to take it back to | realised that computers | Abracadabra and others 
Alchemist, you must pick Boots, where he bought it, | aren’t just for amusement. | ike i, Rs ihe eneande but they insisted they would | After all, the first computer | ""T Tike adventure games up t sform | Did you know that your QL | fay wasn it into “gold, using the | is capable of printing 256 tape GRE lee oapheleteeaane | A Bi transform spell sue G. | Solous om screen at once? | Neil's Spectrum didn’t have | 1 have a suggestion for y Grail oy sting, issue. G | This is achieved by using a | asamp, he couldn't do | software houses. Why not | and’ Castle i Doogy My 
erty anlinae eie aeee. | pele effect, Rew alternate’ |) so ibing about i. have programs like Stuart | Dad bought the Hobt areedly aoe Wily: The coloured pixels. I also know of another | Henry's Pop Quiz, but with | book which helps you, It's guards in Jet Set Willy: The | Try this small program | person whose keyboard is | general knowledge and | very good value for money, 

a few. My 
favourites are the Hobbit, 

newer IS t¢ go through the | 10 MODE 8: PAPER 0: | playing up. This time it’s | sport? We've seen these # 
chen down the Ease || 2 CLs! the Be key which won't | programs for. young | witty irom fete |G 
eitioway end through the, || 20; FOR am 0 to 15 work. Perhaps soon a few | children and school pupils | think more’ girls. should 
wine ‘cellar. A. secret | 30 FOR b=0t0 I5 tore of his Keys will cease | doing revision. Older | have computes if anvone 
Passage in ‘the forgotten | 40 C¥C+1 ae Pose hand 1 penn cee] Rh coment tt aoe 
Pan Wear se abled fe hd Considering 1 only know | over the age of 21, would | computer, buy a Spectrum 
Sey ali t ate | © FILL 1: ELLIPSE 848 | about 10 people who own | also like this sort of thing. | “"71'.'preat 

ay [also congratulate | | +15, a#5.5+10,1.5,2,0 | Spectrums, three out of 10 | We have plenty of flight | Kelly Robinson, Finchley, the new “software house | 79 Iki Spec : + nr is a very high percentage. | simulations for airplanes, | Lond Michel Horgan Software | 89 NEXT @:NEXTa | I'm sure it must be a very | so how about helicopter | no" its superb new ga i on its superb new game common ‘problem among | simulations, where you called Jackpot. This produces 256 fvor Pratt, Richmond, | di Spectrum owners who have | could have ground attacks, 
Su differently coloured ellipses | had their computers for | fly between helicopters and 

about eight months or | oil rigs, or even more 
MOE ike to know if | *=manding and on ships in 

‘would like to know if | rough seas. So come on, 
between cach ellipse t0 | anyone knows why we You software houses, why Robert J Yorke Bradford, | Should have this problem | not release these sorts of 
Wet Yor. + Bradford, | and how we can solve it. If | programs? et 'Yoi Rot, it’s about time Sinclair | ” Please could someone tell Research did something | me when the Upstream 

1 sympathise with Q about it: Midi Interface will be 
Wiscek's Orie. loading | Midst Ache D. Ogden, Middlesbrough | available for us musicians 
problems (HCW 64) who would like to connect, 
because I have had this ordinary instruments 
problem myself. My through a computer and get 
experience, however, | I've been having a lot of interesting effects. 
showed that’ the trouble with my Spectrum Just in closing, 1 would 
was not with the Oric it keyboard. Several months like to give my congratula- 
but with compatability | ago I fitted a 48K upgrade | I have noticed that very few | tions to Aberdeen FC for 
between the Oric and | to my computer, but in so | letters come from the | winning the Premier cham- 
various cassette recorders. 1 | doing 1 slightly stretched | greater part of Scotland | pionship and the Scottish 
found this out the hard | the ribbon cable which is | (the Aberdeen area). Yes, | cup. Good luck next 

Note: The fill must be 
switched off and on 

way, attached to the keyboard. | we do have computers season, boys. Thanks to 
Alter buying my Oric 1 | Soon afterwards the | this part of the world. So | HCW for a great mag, keep 

found I wanted a new | symbol shift key started to | I'd like to express my | up the good work “and 
cassette recorder to load | become difficult to use. 1 | opinion. 3 please supply us with more 
and save with, as I feared | had to press it just right to am sick and tired of | utility programs. 
the old’ radio cassette | get it to work, and some- | people slagging off other | Chow, Peterhead, Scotland 
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AsTAGSOFT GAMES 
Over 180 locations 
A 300+ word vocabulary 
Over 70 messages 
Over 60 objects 
Bags of baddies: 

TROLLS, VAMPIRES, PHANTOMS, GHOULS, 
GOBLINS, DRAGONS, WEREWOLVES, FIZZY 
VENDING MACHINES, etc, etc, etc, etc!! 

LOAD/SAVE routine 
QUIT and HELP commands 
Screen picture 
100% machine code 
47.8K of SPECTRUM memory! 

FREE — All orders received before 1st 

of July will be accompanied by an 
authentic imitation of the original 

authentic imitation of the Pink Pearl! 

Gasp, lucky you! 

> tO 

> EOF 

Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to: 
Astrosoft, 101 Church Road, Ferndown, 

Wimbourne, Dorset BH22 9ET 
Dealer enquiries welcome 

Tre Dink 5 Pern 

Despatched by first class return of post. 

Only aliens can sell 
software for £1.99i,. ra 

Alien Software presents Mastertronic 

(Mail order only send only £1.99) 

SPECTRUM 

FOR THE BEST 
TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 

Packaged in Audio Wallets 

WONEL AND THE LADDERS. 

TELEPHONE 
FOR DETAILS 

At your dealer now or- 

Mail order by return post free! 
Send PO/Cheque to: 

? Games toremember from 

INTRIGUE 05806 
SORTWARE, sees te 

Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, Kent TN30 6UJ 
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BERKSHIRE 

NOW OPEN 
MU Gomes & Computers td 

SLOUGH 21594 
A member of the SPECTRUM group 

BEDFORDSHIRE 

SOFTWARE CENTRE 
Computers, Software and 

accessories. 
The Educational Software 

Specialists 
Large S.A.E 
5: 

for lists 
Bromham Road, 
Bedford. 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
for CBM 64, VIC-20, SPECTRUM. 
BBC & ORIC I, NO'CHARGE for 

PAP. S.A.E. for lists, 
STOCKTON SOFTWARE 
10 South Rd, Norton-on- Tees, 

‘Stockton, Cleveland, 

PREFERRED CLA 

ESSEX 

BBC * COMMODORE 64 
SPECTRUM * DRAGON 32 
Extensive range of softw: 

hardware books always in stock 
ESTUARY SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 
261 Victoria Avenue, Southend, 

Essex. Tol: 0702 43568, 

;—- COMPUTER VID — 
The leading computer 

software shop. 
Mail order or personal 

callers welcome 
(GAMES FOR SPECTRUM. CON 64, 'ViCa0 ete FROM £1.99 
Many special offers on all 
software and hardware. 
SAE. for catalogue & 

details to: 
278A WIGHTMAN ROAD 

HORNSEY NB 
TEL 340-4074 

Gs Crs. 
Software Centre 
A complete range of software 
for all popular computers. 

Call now a 
22 MAXTED ROAD, 
LONDON SEIS or TE 

ECKHAM. 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

LANCASHIRE 
MICROS 

89 Euston Road, Morecambe 
Lancs, Tel: (0524-41435) 

‘OPEN 7 DAYS 

RSET 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

BUC, COM 64, VIC 
SPECTRUM, DRAGON. 
ELECTRON, 2X81 

Huge stock 

VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL. SOMERSET 
TEL; 0935 26678 

CLASSIFIED — RING 
01-4 

SSIFICATION 

37 0699 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

Advertise nationally for only 35p per word 
(minimum charge 15 words). 
Simply print your message in the coupon and 
send with your cheque or postal order made 
payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd to 

CLASSIFIED DEPT 

Please indi 
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Please place my advert in Home Computing Weekly for 
le number of inserti s required. 
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weeks. 

.Si7VZ 
= .PHOENIX & 
= SOFT! WARE = 

SPECTRUM ETC. 
Phoenix Software Can 

Open 9.90-18.M Mor 
Over 

titles in 
demo 

be 
48K SPECTRUM £129.95 

24 The Parade 
Silverdale, Neweastle 

Commodore, Sinclair & 
Acorn. BBC service and 

information centre 

. HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
London WIR 3AB 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

ee wea a= 01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid ASP LTD. 
Advertisements are accepted subject'to the terms an 1 Golden Square, 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request London WIR 3AB 

COMMODORE 64 
SPECTRUM All top titles. £5.00 life 

membership. 75p full 7 day 
hire + 23p p&p SAE details 

Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings discounts. 

ALL SINCLAIR USERS ||| vcra sorrware oepe new |} {arternaze advert with the bes 
rar way jean’ 0 Invic Softw: are PiKa Dee Software. 

THOSE UNTIOY WIRES : Computer Vid. Unique rent a tape 
With this amazing new unit designed by a spectrum user. purona || service trom fi a weck. If you like 
He Oe eu cee Wall RY ane go, GUN LATEST NeW. || Service from £1 a week. Ifyou like | iE Co TT U 
UNIVERSAL UNIT ACCEPTS MOST MACHINES. Send for details to: com cpg <j cost of the game, £5 life member E.R, Cameron & Son Lid, Est. 1870 : ship. Available for popular | Atari 400 with type 10.9 The Vineries, Enfield, Middx. EN1 9D r ypewr 

i Tse Vise es, Ee ou computers. Write to: 278A 
Wightman Road, Hornsey N8. Tel: | Ideal beginners kit, Offers on soa complete package 10 Mr Campbell 

BOOKS & spc/agon software ierary — | 01-385 268 (veins) 
PUBLICATIONS ras t 

COMPUTARISTS om Spectrum | (+ 
E Popping, Break Dancing, Teach Your computer in colour 

yourself. SAE for details. Dance Grimston Road, Sough Wootton, | | on a large (55mm) BADGE 
Publications, 136 Monkhill Lane, | 29a, Caledonia King’s Lynn, Norfolk «Popular Home Micros 
Pontefract WES TRT TBA Tel. 1 607 O18 9, rou ae, 

: ; Pee eke 
COMMODORE 64 READ OUR MY-COMPUTER BADGE CO, LID. 

DEALER 
DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 

Bienen Walk, Corby, Noni TAPE COPIERS 

HOLIDAY COURSES. REPAIRS = ay 

'65 GUILDFORD RD, FRATTON. 
PORTSMOUTH PO1 SHU. 

Penfriends over 90,000 worldwide 
Stamped S.A.E. for details. IPF, 17 
Watergate Lane, Woolton, Liver 
pool 28 

Software library 
2 weeks hire £1. Annual 
membership £5. Stamp for 
list. Les Wilson, (C) 100 
Blenheim Walk, Corby, 
Northants. 

SOFTWARE 
APPLICATIONS 

FOR CHILDREN ae 
BNGWIBCOKInG! Commodore repair. By Comme 8m haan” Bs 
£46 for 5 mornings. ; 
Adult Courses as usual VIC-20 & VIC-20 from £14.50 om 

Ring: compurer worxsnor ||| VECTREX LIBRARY || 1s.00, caw irom £2.00, printers, 
on 01-318 5488. S.A.E. for details disk, etc. For more details write or 

4.tee High Road Dent new), ||] DUKERIES SOFTWARE | | ici. G.c. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 
Lewisham, London SE13 SLO 39 HIGH STREET, ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SLI 

7BQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

We can now EVESHAM M MICRO CENTRE 
space (by ae 

WARSOI 
SELWYN SCHOOL COMPUTER NR. MANSFIELD 

‘CAMPS AT HARROW Nort 

ADVERTISE 
IN OUR Sees! PROBLEMS WITH 

ee) 
Peeters §=YOUR BUSINESS eee SERVICE/REPAIR 
wit GROW. SECTIONS. 
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SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
BACK-UP TAPE 

Simply the best for LOADing 
and SAVEing your own 

programs. Any of your own ZX 
Spectrum programs can be 

backed-up onto a fresh tape. 
100 per cent machine code. 
SPECTRUM KOPYKAT uses 
no program area so your full 
size programs can be copied 

Despatched by first class return 
of post 

Send cheque/PO for £4.95 to: 

MEDSOFT 
PO Box 84, Basinj 

Hanis RG2S 2L.W 
oke 

COMMODORE 64 
AND VIC-20 

BACK-UP COPIERS 
For your BASIC, machine code, and 

multi-part programs of any size 
Roth a tn machine code 
and audio and visual prompts are 

used for easy operation 
Full instructions are contained 

in the programs 
vic imitatoR 
IStrTATOR 6 ‘ 

state which is requited and 
make cheques/PO's payable 10 

TAN WAITE 

IAN WAITE, DEPT HCW 
1 HAZLEBARROW ROAD 

SHEFFIELD $8 8AU. 

BACK-UP 
TAPE COPIER 
SPECTRUM/DRAGON 
Makes BACK-UP COPIES of sour 
SPECTRUM. programs easily with 
MANY unique features 
@ M/Drive. backs-up_Basie/me 
atrays on the mierodrive STOPS 
‘programs to help the run, 
@ LOADS in all program parts CON. 
TINUOUSLY — even without press 

‘a key. Others require many lo 
ings — MASSIVELY saves you 1 
and trouble and uses no pros 
@ Full instructions, very user 
friendly. BREAK at any time then 
carry on LOAD. Ideal for security 
back-up copies 
Spectrum copier only £4.49 or £5.5 
with MUDRIVE. (Update servi 
fold customers £1.50 plus old tape and 
S.A.E.) Dragan ‘Copier £6.99. 
FULL MONEY HACK GUARANTEE 

Gardens, Corby, Nort 

SALE 
CBM 64 SOFTWARE 

INCREASED MARKET. PRESSURE 
FORCES. US" TO. OFFER YOU. THIS 
ULTIMATE CRM. 64 TAPE. BACK-UP| 
UMLITY AT THE GIVE AWAY PRICE 

o "£3.25 weusve 
SAVES 10 TAPE AND/OR DISK. FULL 
INSTRUCTIONS. INCLUDED. FAST 
TURN ROUND. SEND CHEQUES, PO'S 
10, 

CLARK KENT SOFTWARE 
26, NORTH CAPE WALK, CORBY 

NORTHANTS NN1 

CBM 64 This amazing wility allows 
you to back-up your software. Fast 
load feature. Send £6 to: Kennedy 
Rayani, 5 Grasmere Street, Gates 
head, Tyne & Wear. 
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Computer Software and Accessor- 
ies, send 2 x 16p stamps for free 
lists stating which computer to: 
Electronic Facilities, 3 High Street, 
Sandy, Beds. SG19 1AG 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE 
SPECIAL 

3 games for only £2.50 
- Send an S.A.E. for lists of 39 

P i titles. If you already have a list, 
" write and take advantage of this 

great offer. Send to: 
BINBROOK SOFTWARE, 
88 Cotterdale, Sutton Park, 

Hull HU7 4AE 
ARROW MICRO SERVICES 

Portmeadow Walk TI-99/4A OWNERS 
20 aden SEE Send for our latest — 

COPYMATE TWO. 
CBM 64 BACK-UP COPIER 
Outstanding features include an 

“option to SAVE TO TAPE OR DISK 
Easy 10 use, Send £5.75 to: 

“FOOTBALL POOLS FORECASTER” 
Only £5.50 (Cassette) 

Send SAE (20p stamp) with order 
to: TAO SOFTWARE, 58 WHIMBREL 
RD, ASTLEY, MANCHESTER M29 7NP 

BLITZ!! 
HORIZON SOFTWARE + BEACH HEAD 6a £8.50 

15, Banbarg Close, Corby (hove) 
‘Northants NNISSPA + SCRAMBLE 64 £495 

‘+ DEATHSTAR 64 e495 Graben) 
WAROFTHEWORLDS £4.80 SOFTWARE (CRU) Spectrum 

GAMES LORDS OF MIONIGHT £8.00 (Beyond) Spectrum 
SABRE WULF £8.00 = 4 | | timate Spectrum 

SOFTWARE ‘ MUGSY Spectrum £5.80 
from £1.99 + FALL OF ROME £5.95 

sae. for details 10 
DUKERIES SOFTWARE 

39 HIGH STREET, WARSOP 
NR. MANSFIELD, NOTTS: 

LA MER SOFTWARE 
22 WEST STREET WESTON- 

‘SUPER-MARE AVON 8523 1JU 
TEL. 0934 26339 

(Hor your computer needs between 10-6pen) 

WD Software 
CURRENT SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 
Tradewind (£5 Cassette, £9.50 Microdrive) 

Buy a ship, provisions and cargoes to trade between the harbours of the Coral 
Islands, Make a fortune if the weather and pirates let you live long enough to 
master seamanship and economics. A strategy adventure game with graphics 
for 48K. 
Jersey Quest (£5 Cassette, £9.50 Microdrive) 

Following an accident, you are stranded inthe labyrinth of time and must find 
your own way back to the Present with the aid Of persons and objects from 
Tersey Folttore. A text-only adventure for 48K in machine code (Quill. 

, Morse Tutor (£4 Cassette, £8.50 Microdrive) 
s/minute, variable spacing, variable number of groups of ran isso tennpbenny Meregeey ore 

FEEDBACK via screen, print 
Currais w-Specch on 48K version’ 16K and 

ARK only on Microdrive cartridge 48K versions on one casse 
Prices exclude VAT, but include postage. Buyers in countries where VAT of 
similar taxes apply are responsible for paying the tax 
WD Software (H), Hilltop, St Mary, Jersey, C.I. 

Tel (0534) 81392 

BBC/ELECTRON GAMES 
We only sell the best. Order Today, Deliver Tomorrow. 

BBC ELECTRON 
BLAGGER £7.28 THE GUARDIAN 
FORTRESS £8.25 BLAGGER 
DEMOLATOR £6.25 VORTEX £7.25 
GHOULS £7.25 KILLERGORILLA £7.25 
Write or phone for our FREE brochure (stating machine). 

3 E. Orders with cheque/P.O. to: 
TWO COMPUTER GAMES, 

62 Woodland Road, Chingford, London E4 7EU. 
TEL: 01-529 1891 
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SPECTRUM GAMES. 

BEAKY £5.50 
SABRE WULF £8.50 
LORDS OF MIDNIGHT £8.50 
KOSMIC KANGA £4.99 
|COSMIC CRUISER £4.50 
MUGSY £5.99 
PSYTRON 6.99 
AT LEAST £1 off all SPECTRUM games. POST FREE INUK, Send for list 10 
G.1. RECORDS, Cockburn St, 
Edinburgh Tel: 031-225 9565 
ACCESS/VISA ORDERS WELCOME 

PLEASE NOTE 
IT IS ILLEGAL 
TO COPY ANY 
SOFTWARE 
UNLESS YOU 
HAVE THE 
COPYRIGHT 
OWNER’S 

PERMISSION 

JULY SALE 
HUNCHHACK 3.00 SABRE WOLF 7.95 
BEACH HEAD 288 THEQUILL 9. MoWBIT 1028 VALHALLA. 10.70 IMAGINE Hits 438_ LEVEL Stiles 7.40 

'FORUIDDEN FORESI/AZTEC CHALLENGE 7.25 cach 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE, 9 KNOWLE 
LANE, WYKE, BRADPORD W012 90 

Solutions Ket I and 2 £1.00 each or 
£1.50 for two. P.O. to W. Pooley 
12 Handfield Road, Liverpool 22 

HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

Seas Moonbase 5 thts 
YOU WONT BELIEVE THE TEXAS CAN RUN THS FAST THREE. ACTION PACKED ALIEN 
PONG GAS Og 99 

SAE RR ter Fawcett Software 
61 HOWOALE ROAD, MULL 

TI-99/4A 
“UNIFILE® (Cassie) asc wseful fing program £2.98 + S0p pp. 

TRAINER PLANE” (Cassete) Ev. Basi 
sprte sD a 

Burntwood, Walsall WS? 9EE 

READ OUR 
DEALER 

DIRECTORY AND 
FIND OUT THE 
LOCATION OF 
YOUR NEAREST 
COMPUTER 
SPE LIST. 



Commodore classic now available 

for all ATARI machines 

> Attack of the 
Mutant Camels 

PLUS THE USUAL AWESOME COMMODORE RANGE 
LLAMASOFT SOFTWARE, 49 MOUNT PLEASANT, TADLEY, HANTS, ENGLAND 

lers can order direct from CBS Telesales Also available from Boots, WH Smith, Woolworth, Micr icro 0 Dei 



And why not? = 
Ithas the finest graphics yet to emerge from : TLL $ 

a Spectrum game. “] ANDROID TWO sPecteu 
Fly the latest swing-wing fighter e 

Reagent with full 360° control. 
Seek out and destroy enemy targets. 
Land, refuel, take off at will. y “SOFTWARE? 
With 3D multi-screen, multi-directional 

wraparound landscape, its guaranteed to give Ww 
your brain hypermania. 

Fly Tornado Low Level today - just one ina 
series of mindblowing action games. 

+ VORTEX ACTION GAMES - AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAILERS - 


